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1INTRODUCTION
IMPORTANCE OF STUDY
It is a singular fact, the significance of which is
not sufficiently understood, that by far the greatest proportion
of the literatiure on India is of Western authorship. That litera
t\ire is growing so rapidly in volume in comparison with what is
published from the pen of Indian writers that one is inclined to
turn almost exclusively to Western sources for the information
one requires. In all that pertains to the West, the West itselj!
is the authority and would not accept any other. Every aspect
of the West, from its geology and climate to its metaphysics and
philosophy, society, culture and civilization, its Present, Past
and Future, has been dealt v^dth exhaustively by the ablest
Intellects there. Literature on these subjects circulates free-'
ly throughout the length and breadth of the West, and helps to
focus opinion on the varied problems of progress, and to reveal
correct lines of advance. All honour to the V/est for the
sedulous and efficient discharge of what is a primary and im-
portant duty of national advance.
But the V/est has not remained content with researches
in the field of its own civilization. It has gone beyond its owi;.
boundaries to pursue them, with no less enthusiasm into the rest
of the v/orld and has accumulated a literature by no means in-
considerable, No country has perhaps received so much attention
as India,my Motherland, She has from the earliest times excited
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2the interest, the imagination and the romantic instincts of the
foreigner. Even today, when her greatness is more of the past
and her magnificent cities are in ruins or lie buried beneath th^
dust of centuries, she still exercises a fascination on the
foreigner. There are palaces, tombs, temples and mosques sur-
viving, whose incomparable beauty of line and form is still worth
a visit from afar. Of what once belonged to forgotten empires,
there are still left towers and fortresses to enable the visitor
to picture in imagination the greatness and splendour that was.
In the living present there is so much of sport in the jungle,
the exciting shoot of the tiger and the guar and the capture of
the wild elephants, so much picturesque scenery in the primeval
forests, and more than all this, there is so much of absorbing
interest in human life itself in its astonishing variety that it
takes away the breath of the foreigner, accustom.ed to see life
at home reduced to a level of far greater monotony. Every varie-(;|^
of civilization, every stage of it from tribal to communal and
individual, every form of religious thought and belief from
worship of animals and stones, from sacrifices and mutilations t<|)
abstract contemplation of the Divine is to be seen among the 550
millions of India, India is a world by herself and a world aparl
’’India has been the scene of many invasions and her life has thusi
been supposedly affected. The Greeks, the Scythians, the Parthians,
the early Moslem, conquerors and the later conquerors form a
scene which is ever present in our minds; but, all these conquertjijrs
affected the social life of the people very little, for they
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accepted society as they found it and the economic foundations
of the country remained the same”,^
These featujres offer attractions to tourists, historians
I
I
sportsmen and scientists which can hardly be equalled in any oth^
part of the world. Added to these interests there is to the
Britisher the interest of government and exploitation which re-
quires a close study of India from the standpoint of the Indian
as v/ell as of his own. The interests and habits of the rulers,
complex in themselves, have to be studied, in their relation to
the interests of the ruled to reduce their mutual opposition.
There is no detail hov/ever insignificant in the vast complex of
the Indian world, which may be left unnoticed if policies have
to be framed and possible collisions avoided. The task is beyond
the capacity of the individual; many minds study India as a fiel((
of investment and enterprise; many times that munber study India
as a problem,
A new class of ^Titers has come into prominence of lat<s|
years, who seek to further the object of Western dominance but b;i[
different methods. They are afraid of the growing strength of
the national movement and of the sympathy it may secure from the
more democratically inclined of Western countries. In their
hasty cruises across the ocean of Indian humanity, they observe :
the muck and debris that float on the surface but fail to con-
1 Flaming Milestone by Basil Matthews, P.P, 96, ’’The Indian
Background” Address delivered by S,K. Datta.
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4template the beauty and serenity of the sentient life, blossoming;
in the depths below. They present to their countrymen accounts
which satisfy so much the craving for sensationalism, feed so
much the vanity and self-sufficiency of the West, that they be-
come popular and help in no small degree to dry up the springs
of Western sympathy.
These are the many souTces whence proceed the vast
stream of foreign literature about India, bearing on every aspec:
of Indian life, from her geology and climate to her humanity, an(|
her conception of the life beyond the grave. Every aspect of i
life and activity is studied in its mutual relation to other
aspects, and to the ne^jessities and requirements of the ruling
power. The significance of new developments has to be consider
e<f
alignments of policy indicated, doubts and hesitations on the
part of the administrators removed and their hands strengthened,
and gathering discontent has to be dissipated by judicious sermoifts
on the failings of the people. In all these matters, the West i^
speaking not for itself but for others, who are not alien to her
in thought and feeling, but whose interests are opposed to its
own. An authoritative account of India, which will help the
public to judge and decide better, has yet to come from the pen
of Indian writers. So indifferent now are they to a duty so
obvious that it required Western authors to write books on India
The effect on the V/est itself, of the circulation of
such a literature, it is not difficult to perceive. It helps to
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5confirm a natural inclination to contempt, born of a sense of
superiority and flattering to it. The conscience of the West,
more especially of Britain naturally wealc and accommodating in
regard to the effects of alien rule because so much of its in-
terests are involved, is roused with great difficulty when the
domination tends to speed up the dissolution of what is represen
ed to it as a decayed and corroded civilization, semi-barbarous
at its best and clearly unsuited to modern conditions. Not even
the jealousy of England on account of her commanding position,
so natural to close rivals such as the United States, Italy,
Germany or France, finds in the one-sided representation of Indift
as a half civilized people, any cause for their sympathy with
them. It is unbecoming to expect any help from these countries
in the political advance of India, But there are many Indians
scattered over the colonies, and their situation amidst alien
surroundings, bad in all conscience, is likely to get worse, as
American and Colonial opinion hardens against the civilization
to which they belong.
But what is graver and of far greater moment is the
effect on India herself. The couple of millions of ’English
educated’ have had as a result of denationalising education, the
respect for the civilization and cultuxe of their own motherland
destroyed for the greater part. The evidence of the superiority
of Western civilization is borne in upon them from so many
directions, the political superiority of the British, their high^
standard of life, their efficiency as rulers of the country, the
*10 oeneE s lo mocf ,d’q"isinoo oi noJcl-GrrJ^Ioxx-t Ijeiju-cfiin a raiilnoo
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6facilities of travel and communication, their achievements in
every branch of science, the splendour and range of their litera-
ture, and at the same time, so effectively has the value of theia
own culture and civilization been screened from than during the
course of their education, that the critical spirit born of
Western education has not half a chance against effects so over-
powering. On the educated class nevertheless must necessarily
devolve the responsibility of guiding the new forces that have
sprung into being in the bosom of the people. The educated class
have been themselves subject in recent years to a reaction from
7/es tern! zat ion, which has landed them in varying stages of dis-
illusionment, and made for doubts and hesitations so disastrous
to sustained effort.
Nor are the varied interests easily reconciled in any
new alignment of national policy. The conflict of opinion is
not perhaps so pronounced in regard to a demand for a change in
Government. Except for those who fear that the scales, now held
more or less in their favour by the British, may tujrn against
them the moment Government passes into the hands of the Indians,
and those others whose present status and dignities are gifts
from the British. In spite of a consensus of opinion, however,
there is yet no clear perspective of the issues involved. The
variety of causes that have been at work to create a demand for
a change in Government, the unrest proceeding from economic dis-
tress, the irritation at the thoughtless exhibitions of racial
fl-procrnnce on the nart of the rulers of the country, the growing
i
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self-respect of the educated and their truncated lives, would
indicate that the movement, such as it is, is not so much for a
democratic as a national Government, Sentiments, habits and in- |
terests of all but the British educated portion which by no meanjj
is a negligible number, do not square with the demand for a
democratic form of Government, There is indeed no social theory
or economic doctrine, exhibited or \inderstood by the people, on
which a democratic machinery may be set up. Far too many labour |
under the impression that forms of Government have little to do
with the structure of society, its ideals and aspirations,
j
Definition of the Problem
i
II 11^ III I ! II —
Indian civilization, as it exists today represents no
natural or healthy growth, contimious and self-directed. The
j
shocks of successive invasions of the country, the stresses and
|
strains of foreign rule on vital points least able to bear them
have made for developments which are unnatural in certain direc- i
tions, suppressed others which were normal and have so tortuj^ed
it out of shape that the lines of correct and true identity are
discerned with the greatest difficulty. The prepossessions of
Western theories, far from being helpful, add considerably to
the difficulty. Political theories in regard to human society
are of Western creation largely derived from experience of
Western forms of Government and have for their background the
conditions and outlook of life there. They are with difficulty
applied to aetg of conditions which were ignored by or were
bXj/ow ^eeVil Jbectaoautcf bciB- boiinoubo erJ:t lo ^oeqce'i-'^ Coe
a 'lo'l dosjm 0 3 cton eJt ^8l il ca dotS3 tdr-^mevom orf;t cfjarfcf e>taoxbni
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^
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n Tco'i ortaxrreb odd ddJtw aiaxrxJB don ob ^leduism elol^l£^en a el
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8irnfamiliar to their authors, and yet, being the only ones in the
field, they are applied without hesitation. Ideas and associa-
tions that cluster round them remain in respect of institutions
Indian, where they are wholly out of place. These pitfalls in
the use of Western phrases and formulae have to be guarded agains
at every turn for any correct analysis of Indian political phenomena.
Dnce the essential principles of Hindu civilization are discernedl
a comparison with Western civilization in the light of fundamentalL
Indian conditions would reveal lines along which India should
progress. If India is to advance nationally and politically, the|
fissure between the two communities, Hindus and Moslems, that
appears to cut deep into centuries cannot be ignored. We have to|
explore the possibility of a fusion of these cultures, failing
which we have to determine how the two communities may be welded
together for joint action in national affairs.
The 60 millions of untouchables constitute for the mosti'
bart, even now, a dark continent into which the Missionary alone
ventured for many decades. The higher classes have but recently
followed his lead and have yet to work out a program of uplift
supported by religious conviction and social theory, Hindu,
Mohammodan, Christian, Brahmin, Peasant, untouchable, rich and
poor should be included in a policy of national consolidation
and progress. Economic distress affected the poor. They formed
a large part of the people; but they were ignorant and inert.
The rich were imaffected. The British educated classes felt
deeply the humiliation of subjection, but they had little social
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influence. There was growing alienation between Hindus and
Mohatnmadans
,
between the upper and lower strata. There was grov/-
ing poverty, and the moral fibre of the people was weakening.
These were obstacles which appeared insuperable,
BiJit the miracle has been wrought, 7/hat seem.ed im-
possible but a, decade ago has happened. The leaders like Mahatma
Gandhi, Pandit Jawaharlal "Nehru, Dr, Ambedkar and others are
rapidly uniting the peoples and communities in all stages and on
I
divergent lines of evolution, Gandhi has made nationalism a
practical and intelligible creed to the masses, physically and
jmorally prostrate by the subjection of centuries, Hven the grow-
i
iing resentment against the British rule has by the magic of his
!
linfluence been made to elevate and strengthen character instead
I
jof spending itself in futile oiitbursts. Whether conciliated or
obstructed, Indian Nationalism is bound to deepen and spread,
i
!
i
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CHAPTER I
THE JOIHT EAMPLY
Its Past and Present
"The Joint Family system has no basis in the old Vedic
life, for every married couple was enjoined to start a separate
household with its own altar. In actual ever^-day life it is nov)
far more of a fiction than a fact, and in the attenuated form in
which it exists, it leads to endless friction and waste of proper
ty. in
In common v/ith other features of Hindu Civilization the
j
Joint family has been condemned by practically every observer
jfrom the West. According to them it is a nursery for idlers, for
I
the assured prospect of sharing the wealth produced by the more
enterprising m.embers of the family would tend to take away the
i
I
stimulus to similar endeavours from, those that come after them.,
j
'At its door is laid the execessive subdivision of property and
ifragm.entation of land into holdings of uneconomic size, making
for a considerable wastage of productive effort. The third
i
charge, which follows from the second is that the litigious ha.bit{
of the people is directly due to it, A fourth is that the
I
obligation on the individual to share his earnings with mem.bers
i
I
I
!
of his family prevents the accumulation of capital, and therefore,
of large scale enterprise.
The various incidents of the Indian Joint family are
comprehended with difficulty by those who look upon the support
1, Hindu Ethics, Chapter III^ page 96.
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of aged parents or less favourably circumstanced brothers or
sisters in distress, not as a religious or moral obligation but
as a favour not ordinarily to be expected of them* Nor is there
anything in the growth of property in the West to enlarge and
elevate family obligations. Accustomed to set up a separate
house on marriage, and allowed to live as high a standard of lif(i
as they can without reference to the needs of parents, brothers,
or sisters, and never subject to the necessity of sharing a
common life with them, they are unable to visualise the delicacy
of adjustments required in a joint family and the subordination
of individual Inclinations and wishes to the requirements of a
corporate life, and their hasty judgment is accepted as correct*
The Purpose and Service
The Joint family has a purpose to serve and its roots
lie deep in the necessities of Indian life. To understand why
this singular institution has taken its rise in India and re-
mains the most striking feature of her civilisation, one has to
understand a little of Indian rural economics.
It is not perhaps what it was in the now more or less
exhausted soils of the country, but we have to go back to the
early days of India when soils were virgin, and then consider
the abimdant return they gave in spite of the indifferent treat-
ment bestowed upon them. The cultivation to this day by no meansi
fully occupies a farmer and his family, tilling with their own
hands. The implements used are of the simplest description.
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usually made free of charge by the village carpenter and black-
smith. The costliest item is a pair of bullocks, and even nov/
a fairly good pair can be had for about Rs 200 or f66.67. To-
day, there are a large number of poorer farmers who hire bullock
for ploughing their lands.
The land which is now difficult to obtain was easily
acquired in the past. Those who pioneered and cleared the
jungles became the sole owners of them.
IS
The simplicity of life is the next feature to be con-
sidered. The climate is such ttiat but a few of the requirements
which colder climate demands, have to be met. The heat and
humidity make life in the open not only desirable but welcome.
Shelter against the cold and the penetrating winds of the wintei-
Is not required in the same degree, nor is a fireside necessary*
I
"No Londoner could have been more shocked at Gandhi »s bare legs
than is the Indian when he sees the European dress for the firsi;
time. He regards the European in India as a sort of vaudeville
actor. When the temperature has soared away off the thermometei',
he wears a white collar, and clothes that stay dry hardly long
enough to get them on. Then he has to wear a strip of blanket
down his spine and a helmet hat to keep from getting sunstroke.
He eats meat on the hottest day; drinks whiskey till he looks
as if he were going to burst a blood vessel.,.....”^
1. P.B. Fisher ’’That Strange Little Brown Man”. Chapter IV, P.6'

13 :
rhe dress has to be the simplest in most parts of the country to
|
make the effects of climate less disconcerting, ’’Gandhi wore
j
European clothes during his London school days, V/hen he put on
|
his lawyer’s frock coat, as a badge of office, he still wore his !
Indian turban. When he took the vow of identification with the !
suffering peasants of India, what was more natural than that he
should adopt their own humble native costume? His dhoti is more
than clothes ,,,,,. "l want the Indian v/oman to retain her
j
sari, not merely because it is Indian but because it is the most
beautiful dress of the world, ”2 The Indian dress is the most
sim.ple and yet the most suitable for the enervating climate
^
which demands a standard of life very simple.
Abundance of nature and a simple life must have made
the problem of hired labour in early India far more difficult,
|
This had no small share in the formation of Castes,
The only labour on which the cultivator could rely was
|
that of his sons and the rest of his family. The extent of the
I
I
land depended on the number of members in the family able to
|
work. The greater the number, the greater the extent of the
farm. The larger the farm, the greater the surplus and the
j
prosperity. The ascent of the social ladder was determined by
|
the size of the property. The system of inheritance, under v/hici^
property was divided among the sons, on the death of the father; !
I
!
1. P, B. Fisher, ”That Strange Little Brown Man”, Chap, IV, PP
2, Stanley E, Jones ’’Christ at the Round Table” Chap. VI, PP 110„
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had a serious set-back. The law of primogeniture was and even
now is less suited to these circumstances; for, on the younger
sons leaving the estate to stejrt farming or trade on their own
account, the eldest son would have found the property a stupendoilis
task to cultivate. In a Joint family, on the other hand, the soijjs
helped to till and cultivate the land, the property of their
father. Under normal conditions such a concerted labour* of the
sons would not only strengthen, but improve their position both
in point of status and wealth; for, the joint work would have
effected several economies in labour, in capital outlay, and in
the farm equipment. The expenses of setting up separate houses
is also saved. Additions to the size of the farmi would have
followed and the ancestral home gradually increased in dim.ension^,
and wealth increased.
Economic in origin as the Indian Joint family is, the
economic bond was not what kept the members in co-partner sliip.
Economic motive could not be allowed to remain long in the fore-
ground without giving rise to the forces of self-interest. What
kept the family together was ancestral worship, in the worship
of the family deity. The numerous ceremonies connected with
these in which all the members had to take part.
This elevated it from, the cruder motives of individual
gain and independent living. The association in one household
of married couples, parents, and grand parents tends to soften
the angularities of temperament and habit. Of collisions of temjfjer
and habits of jealousies and, suspicions, there ought to be no
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occasion in the household. The elder members will moderate the
impetuosity of the younger, and the patience and experience and
the wider perspectives of the elder would limit the youthful
enthusiasms and indiscretions of the younger and prevent much
|
i
of their cruder manifestations. There is restraint right through,
the household. The restraint from word or deed that might cause
offence or pain. There is respect for the elders, tenderness
,
for the sick and maimed. Within there is an underlying spirit
of equality which demands equal share in income, as well as in
feasts and festivities, irrespective of age and infirmity.
As the male members take counsel with the father, so
the women look to the mother or grandmother in all matters con-
|
nected with the observance of custom in charity, in feeding
dependants and in every other matter, which is the special field
of the womenfolk. The mother’s special concern is the health
and happiness of her married daughters. By her attention and
help she tries to make up for the deficiencies in life of the
less fortunately married among them. If one is sickly and can- ,
not stand the strain of work in her husband’s household, she is
|
brought home frequently for a change and rest. If she is poor,
j
the mother usually finds money to help her in her difficulties.
I
Mothers have several opportunities for useful savings and the
money thus saved they use for em.ergent needs, "The Mother’s
position with respect to distribution of wealth in the family is
incontestible , This is in accordance with the high position theji
mother oecunles in Hindu Religion. She is greater than the [_
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father and the preceptor. At the time of the division, either
during the life time of the father or after his death, she gets
equal share with the sons. On the death of the mother all uterl|he
brothers and sisters, the sahodaras and bhaginis, divide the
mother *s estate equally. Even when the father is alive the
mother’s property belongs to her issue, her Praja which means
both sons as well as daughters..,.”^
Close association of the members enables them to de-
termine with accuracy the inequalities in physical and mental
endowments, and what may be legitimately expected of them and
what not. What is beyond control of one is tolerated or endured
by others. A member incapable of hard work is not expected to
contribute his share to the family income though he is allowed
a share in the earnings as much as others. ”lf a co-parcener
changes his religion and remains in the family-house and insists
on entering the temple-room there is no legal method of preventjpjig
him from doing so. It diminishes the earning powers of the famj|fLy
by throwing the burden of looking after the welfare of every
unit composing it. For ecclesiastical reasons, the trend of
o
Hindu law is against it....” It is rather that equality which
makes full allowances for these and is ready to mitigate as far
as possible the consequences of deficiencies as afore mentioned.
1. G.V. Deshmuph ”The Indian Social Reformer” Vol. XLVI,
PP. 764 August 1, 1936.
2. ’’Hindu Ethics” by Babu Govlnda Das. Chap. Ill, PP. 96.
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The Joint family affords the best training In the
Ihumanltles, Love and affection carried beyond the narrow circle
of the family to embrace relations of the second and the third
degree, and the close adjustment necessary In a family of many
members living together, all based on an intimate knowledge of
their qualities and feelings, helped to develop the understanding
and cultivate emotions, and to exercise these virtues In dealing
with those who were not of their flesh and blood. Thus It was
in India that the debts of a man long dead for which there was
no legal document in support, were nevertheless honored by his
relations and paid back to the last item without recourse to
law courts. The mutual helpfulness enabled the Joint family to
bide over difficult times. It assured to Individual members in
distress the sympathy and attention and help of a large circle
pf relations*
But a great many of the customs Imposed by the Joint
!*amily disappeared and the rest of the family traditions are
Tastly disappearing in the wake of the modem conditions of
fierce competition and studied neglect. The Joint family income
is at a standstill, or, is fast diminishing and the claimants
lire on the increase. What is not respected by one tends to be
ireated in the same way by others. In this atmosphere of jealousjy
iind resentment, the legality of the Joint family alone is con-
sidered, a result seen today in the ever increasing recourse to
!Law courts to decide family differences.
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oi 5^'i£foo»'r iuou’ilw ne '1 iBial erfi oi w'oflcf Mb<t bnn n;iv^lii3l 9 't
ot rEirnl -j'-*
-:..rcfBnc b^only'lrrfoxi ©ffT
. iin;;oc ..'il
ni 3n90'r;9;i: 7±'
-L oi f ^n: ‘ . u »*ni;i irnollltb '^ovo ©f iJ
olonio b lo rrXerf L -:b aolinoiia f; a 'rrfiaqirnri; e i
• ::noiiB ''•r Ic
i.'iIoT, odi "j r 9B'Xf:Txi aruCfJv jc> eci^ lo T^a^ii inony p jjS
ona anoliibB'ti ^ri.-al
-r;i lo iaon ©di bjja ba^po
.
: aalb .rllinB*!
1<^ r./roxiibnoo »T:ebom odi lo ©daw sni nl r.i il'raoqnaclb
onioonl i.'.'a. ao
. ^oolgsn h«xb;.'iT b f.» rrolJiioqmoo ooioi!
Bina'^Ialo t>ni bna snloel.TlrJLb icol al ,':r ^Iljt.tabrrais b ia ei
dcf oi abnsi ©no vd ^aio •ito'i ion ai ia.!». .©aaenoni 'di no S'fv
orofrot lo oiodqao^iia aid! nl
.
.'rerfio 7cf rtivt atraa yrfi ni beisa'i:
-7C0 ii I . toXb >rXxr el 9di lo Yilla.q*:?! ; ^ina.Tjinseon Lni
oi oan/josa r :>rIaB- 'tuiti i.^ve oni ai ,:s5oi no'S iinaan b ,b©*x©ll«
. 39Dna'r9l‘lib y;Xir:rl ©biodf. oi Birti/cc
iI
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As if to meet these requirements, civilised adminlstra'
tion has provided all the facilities required for legal declsioni
on every detail of inheritance laws* ”ln the absence of any
well-defined and universally accepted rules, the British Courts
pull this way and that, unable to find a clear path amidst the
confusion of precedents, customs, English laws, and Sanskrit
rules on the subjects.*’^ The descent from a more to a less
exacting level of moral excellence is the easiest thing in the
world, and in India, the Government assist the descent with
the diffusion of their culture and the processes of their
administration, little reflecting that the enlargement of the
obligation to the State, that goes with the narrov/ing of the
field of family affections in their own case has not taken
place in the case of the imitators. **The British Government
has brought us to this pass of helplessness by acting on the
professed principle that a foreign Government ought not to
meddle with the people *s domestic arrangements*
1* “Hindu Ethics” by Babu Govinda Das* Chap* III, PP* 97*
er
'T i slfLimb/i b93.t±lvlo tS^noni^'zlupo-c sa^rfcf ^ssrrr oct 3/^
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-“.ec^09tdx/8 no 30lx/^
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This attitude would have been justified if the people had the
power of legislating for themselves and thus readjusting their
affairs from time to time as the necessity arose
Opposing Factors
In the old social order, and in the one that it is re-
I
placing, the Joint family fostered status, which was determined
by the position of the family, its resources in wealth and the
character of its members. Whatever it was, all members claimed
j
equality and maintained the family status. It was therefore
j
necessary that no member of a fajrdly should take to an occupation
which brou^t any lesser status than that which the family as a
j
I
rule occupied,
|
When the faithfulness to traditional occupation ceases,
I
inequalities are apt to arise and the member of a family who
distinguished himself, gave his descendants or his relations a
status which rendered unwelcome the acceptance of emplo^nnent of
inferior status. The descendant of a Deputy Collector may rest
content with the position of a clerk. He would not accept the
position of a mechanic for fear that he would bring members of
|
I
the family into disrepute, j
Prolonged absence from, hom.e to meet the requirements
i
of trade, education or other ventures was undertaken in the i
confidence that wife and children would have the care and attention
1. "Hindu Ethics" by Babu Govinda Das Chap. Ill, PP 101
.r-
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orf^ hiirf elqo^q od^ *3ti eifL need ©vsif obx/ildia sirfT
'U»^^c^ ax/dc^ bns 'lo'l 3nictjiXii/.^ 8 l -xeY/oq
^'•'. 80 UB vctiraeDert oxW omX& oct «nrj^cf nio-il a'iiB'i'iB
BiorfoB^ ’jfrieo- '
'
^
- t: 3x cfBd;^ eno ojW ni ba<^ ,'iob‘to Lalooe hlc ed:X nl
boriini'iPctof) 8 -v.k' fsrihiif ^zu3f*:jQ iniow ?>d;# ^naloalrr
ba-^- ffj£tiO\? i:X a»^n'i{/Cfi8't cii ,'^Xijpax 1o not^^Xzoc odct
•>
boml'^Io fe'iedrron XXc XI 'rev9.-taifi“ .c'todmcm "to 't^>‘oo'i.'':fo.
©•XCa oici’v r,HV ftifct bor.'ifi.+ftX':.'*’ •f)fii?i Y^XXEirpe
.tBqx/ooo ifrj ocf e3/b^ nXt/oifa Y-' ^ 'ledi.r^rr 03 d'orfct t'^cscioefi
Xi i:r, ’^Ufrc't prfX dolxlw ‘xeaaeX XxtstfO'irf xfoXriVr
, ‘•Iqif.ooo sD/l
«’e‘E.jeo rKi^ftq.ffooc X.-moi 3 c;J be^/i r.rrqnwJtBl edX nerf.’
ori\7 '.XL.toX ft *lo 'ledttiofTr oricf'^ftrus e’c£»ti5 oX iq« 0^ ceXXiX * oni
B axiciXaloi aid -to e Jt*n;>av»o aeb tltl ovir. ^xXoafiiXrf fjeii8it;^frXiaife
to rffionntolqno to lomx.qoor. a j=-d:^ cnooXov/rxrf bo xoJCtfio'X iioXdw ei/^aXe
':, U-: 'ccjoo.lXoC' -^'rjasQ n to Xnubr.^OBf^b oti ,EL'’o'.’e 'loX’iatni
od^t dq*?ooB Xon bl .70 .7 &t
, J^9to a to ii^liXeoc ec^ rfXXw Uie^aoo
>r E'lodnecT bXx/cw od inriX 'i ’^^•t 'xc't oinoffco.r .i to rtoictXeoq
, *t'zr9‘izlh otxiX vEXnftt odX
8v*f.:a'0’tIiq»8‘X '"»rfct ^otnr crs^ ftmod mo-Tt e>oft<'ftds b?^?rioX''^'i‘T
odX ni aoDfri itf ... rjiL*,v ci»‘;ir^ror •tru'do
-xo -
. eJSxe'iX to
bjxB -t"o erf;t ov.«'i .jXx/ow na'tbXido bno otiv jadcJ- ^oarbi'inoo
.
' X
»
VT ri.A.X n/i< p.t.tivoO fTdxS Yd ”8oXri;?a i/birXH" .
J
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of the rest of the family. The absence of the husband affected
but little the life of the wife in the Joint family. ”
the widow, mother, daughter and wife of predeceased son of a
Hindu dying Inestate are placed on an equal footing in sharing
his estate along with his sons... .the position of a
co-parcener in Joint family who has separated from it.... will
then have full power of disposition, in favour of his female
I
I
relations, of his share in the Joint family property as in the .
h1
;
case of his self-acquired property.
I
t
i The excessive subdivision of landed property, which
' is an evil, arose within the last century, due to the growing
poverty of the people. The opportunities of adding to the
property of the Joint family growing bigger and bigger, there
is less and less to share. The result is there is jealousy and
quarrelling, and life under a common roof has become insupport-
able. They thus divide the property into small fragments and
separate. Landed property not being easily disposed of under
pecuniary stress, it is valued highly and each member Insists
on a piece, however small. In the old days, land too small for
division into smaller units of economic size was not divided
but was put to auction among the claimants and thrown to the
highest bidder. This custom is disappearing.
1. ”The Bombay Presidency Social Refore Assn in »The Indian
Social Reformer* Vol. XLVI, PP. 726-727, July 18, 1936.”

What the Joint family has done is to purify the will o;l’
those elements which may strengthen it, but also too often tempt
it to use in wrong directions. The more vigorous will of Wester::i
societies is of great advantage to them in certain directions,
such as securing ascendancy over every other form of society#
At this juncture India, undoubtedly needs the sympathetic co-
operation and direction of the modern Government in Great
Britain# But there is a great hesitancy on the part of the
latter who is too wise as not to jeopardise her prestige and
honour in this matter# ”Since our European ways and manners,
and customs, so utterly different from theirs, do not allow of
our winning their confidence, let us continue to earn their
respect and admiration by humane examples of compassion, gen-
erosity, and well-doing# Let us leave them their cherished laws
and prejudices, since no human effort will persuade them to
give them up, even in their own interests; let us not, by
thwarting them, risk making the gentlest and most submissive
people in the world infuriated and unmanageable# Let us take
care lest v/e bring about by some hasty, imprudent course of
action, catastrophes which would reduce the country to a state
of anarchy and desolation and ultimate ruin; for, in my humble
opinion, the day when the Government attempts to interfere with
any of the more Important religious and civil usages of the
Hindus will be the last of its existence as a political power #”^
1# Mark Channing in the Epilogue in ’’India Mosaic” PP# 311#
:c Ili-v ©h'cr enob aed Y£t,j^p-1 ct/iioL ocfct
ac^'lo oo:^ cb£p. d nerfo^rte'xd-R y^’^- doJ :fv: e:fnajselo oaoiid-
'iO’J3e<t lo IIlw niJono^Jlv er:c(n eifP .inold’oe'slf) ^nonrw rri sax/ Cv*^
xiciol^oo'db nLxd'too til rrt©iY:t oi e^jad-nevoa Jo bI nei^tsinoe
• Y^S-tooa *lo mrcol: •renic v.'xovo -lavo vort^nooaa 3rrl‘iLoeK aa rfoue
-oo ol:fed[:f.f:qt:n:p. ©d.-t ar©©/r Y^^J<^^cfx/o.bnx; .Blbrrl e*tL’:Joiw‘: alf\-j
ci ^nooiii'rsvot) ^'xeboin srft n^Idoo-ilb &na nold-a-j-^qo
9d:t J.c I'uxi odd no vG:r-*dlnod a al eierf^ duQ
.rrlactjt*x5
bxia eal.;t39ig ©a.‘ b-i^qo©?; od don ea ©alw ood al odw 'leddal
^menna.'n bna C'^rw nGeqo'ra:': 'wo eo-.-f-*’ .'ledd^ aJtiid ni 'rxfonorf
‘5’0 v/oXli! don cr » rr^cilt dnercelltib YXioddn oa t^iiTiodsuo bna
‘Tiarfd ni^)o od eunlfnoo eu &e[ ^oo.!eblJnco 'tXoo'd '/t^nrtiw »-t;o
-f^jo tnoiaer/rroG aslrr/roxo eneffixjif nc-tdcoirnba bnn dOGc.aen.
awG.C bodainoi’O 'rle.'d .toj.'J ovp.ef ei; ,-toj .
-^niob-irow bna r’dlac'i©
od nr^dd ©bawe'toq IXi.v d'zcJJe na^rjjrf on sonXs ^aooXLx.f^s'rcr X;na
Y<X t ’•on au del ;sd«e'r©dnt nwo tl.erld ni tqu irroxid ©v±t>
avInnj.nXi.a dnoci Xita daeldnaa ©dd .yildaor j/gX't o”«dd ;^nlj«iav.rfd
©Xpd 3SJ do - . ^ :cfi QSBnonnij bna fjed^i'a'tnX bliov; odd al olcooq
ocrnoo dn©bx;'xq ' tqda.jff smoa vcf dnocTa jjnl'td oa deeX o*tP-o
edtida s od Y'^d'x'oo rid oonbs^f bXnow dci ‘vr ao^ac-'iderdido » icidoa
oldnaid 'ciT> nX t'xc' ;nlir'i edP:iJ: Isj tnB ncl^ >Zcoot .a - lo
rfdXw o'ce'l'rsdnX od adqi’-odds dnt)f.irmevoC arid nanv/ r.ab n^olalqo
odd Jo Ecr acn IX:rXo ba£^ ajjoJslZs'i d,iBd- oqxni © rocr ©rid Jo
'.lev-ocT isoX.-XIoci 0 aa soffsdaixa Rdi 'io deal ©rid ori XXXw anCnXh*
. ‘l^ . - H nXBCo'.f itX.bnJ:" nX ©L-qoXXqS arid nl rifXnnnriO d't «^ * •'
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The Joint family hitherto was self-centered in life,
even though its functions were to ennoble, elevate and spirituaUd-
ise the people by creating an atmosphere of contentment and
peace and enabling them to live in mutual accord and harmony.
It cringes and colls whenever the impact of the fast progressive)
materialistic West forces its influence upon it. When could
the Hindus stand errect shoulder to shoulder with the wider
outlook of the fast advancing West? The hearty cooperation of
Britain could be won on the day the Hindus free themselves
from all the socio-religious systems set up by the Joint family
that is responsible for the innumerable interdependent groups.
To achieve this, and also to be welcomed into the ranks of all
progressive countries of the world, the fabric of the Joint
family could be obliterated as a thing of the Past and in its
place individualism could be set up. The efficiency of the
West can be reproduced in India, Castes and Communities which
spiritualised sympathy has enabled to live in peace and amity
for centuries, would come into collision with each other in a
universal upheaval and India would become as one of the
homogeneous countries of the West,
2S
nJt f?9 'iec^n-90- xiaa saw ixl •^XXnra‘1 d-nloL oifT ""
jCejy^X'xiqa f>nB elsvels ^olcfonne eiew snolcforji;^ scJ-i rfs^osri;^ neve
bns ;frfan:;tno:tffoo Jc siarfqcowcta nn ^nt^ne'io ©Iqoeq exirf qqI
• 5na btooo£ lesj^nm nl evil c:i aierf.^ arrilcfsn© bna esasq
3Vjt389'i5otq ie&'i en'ct to cfosqmi 9ff:t teveneriy/ aXioo f>ni3 eeani'io iJl
Mj:/oo nsrfW ncqn eonenUnl a^X aaoict d-aoW oXd^ElIai-rsd-airr
*r9blw arid ri^ttw 'ieblsjorie o^i robfvorfa doO'X'io bnada anbniH arid
to noXdaieqooo ij:d'ia9rf ©ifT ?iae»V snioxtavba dsat orfd tc :>fopXdi;o
aevXseniQrfd ©e-rt cabnXR erfd ^ab erfd no now ed bXnoo niadl^rQ
dnlol 9fjd ^9 S amotc'^jR ax/cigXXe'^-oXooa ©di Xia mont
. ^qjjo'is dnobneqobnednl eCdBteaivrLnl ©cfd not eXcfianoqeoi e± der^d
XXa to t’.jiha'i orfd odnX X)siTrooXew od od oala bne ^eldd evoldoB oT
drrXoT. odd to oincfat odd tM*iow arid to BSindiUfoo ovtano'i^o’iq
ndX ni bna daa^ odd to gnirfd a se beda^edlXcIo 9tf ftXj/oo TjXXnal
orfd to ‘^oneloltto eriT »qu daa acf bXjJoo cTBfXaxf&lvXbnJ: ©DeXq’
xloirfw a^ldinjifininGO bnP aedcaC ,aXbcrI nl beosjbo^q^O'i ed irao dso^
YdXwfi tne ooasq nl ovll od beXdcne aarf \^£fdaq;rr^n baai Xax/diniqB
a nl loddo rfoxie lidlw noXalXIoo odnX ©moo £>Ix;ow laolnx/drreo lot
odd to 9fio aa oraooecf bXi/ow aXJbnl brra iBvnodqsJ iBOrievlnsj
*dae« ©rid to Bol'tdnnoo auoenegoinorf
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CHAPTER II
THE INDIAN HOME
General Features
There have been occasional references to the features
of the Indian Home, but it is necessary to give a deeper insight
into the influences that mould the character and habits of the
Indians
,
It is in the Home that the Indian is trained to
standards of self-sacrifice, self-effacement and self-control
which he is to practise in after life. So it is in the Home in
the west, where mors endijirlng elements of character are formed
and fixed; but, in the West the preparation and training are
rather for the struggle in the World, for the Y/orld has reacted
on the Home which has become an adjunct to it. In India, the
Home is effectually shielded from the World’s corruptions and
pollutions. The training is rather to ensure the spiritual than
the worldly advance of the individual. The women in Indian
households are brought up oblivious of the ugliness of this worli
all its passions and jealousies, so that they may nurse in their
bosoms ideas of beauty and truth and devotion that might influenj:;
their husbands and their children.
Western influences have affected many an Indian Home
and the arrangements and appointments it holds, are in imitation
of the West, The increasingly keen struggle for existence and
the wide prevalence of poverty are tending to break up the Indiaji
is?
II H2TWI)
EMOE IfAIO^r: S-HT
3e'if'Cf«e't ecfd o;f aftOffc^-re'le^ X«f!O±3B0OO r:oo<J ovpiii oTerlT
‘lOG' e£> a £>v'i c;t ^'XfiGReoofx p.X cfX d-xrd . -^rro}; a.Pilbnl e<ii& lo
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o£io 'tO E^fXderf brjs ‘teMori'xefi'o f»nd^ blucux ReofiojLrXli;! e^;c^ octnX
, .snaXbxfX
cc,^ Tiotria'i^ ?.X naXJbfil 0£;d cf<?x^ct enic . erfxt n.c sX ctl
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orid’ t^xr.'nl xTi ,aX ci donx/cbi n.a ©i.ioooo' eMiX noXdw ©rtcH odd no
ofii! iiiioxiiqjJ'X'ioo E’bl'io'" odd fitonl boh/rXn'a vIXaudcelte r.X enroH
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n«:id X.M."di *iX-:.n odd o'r/'cfrp o:‘ -roddsn eX ^nXdiaTd or;/
, ^nc/dixXXoq
iiclbal nX ncr?:?.* *;)dT . ’'^'d.iXvXr-nX odd 7c ‘^c/r ‘v* -i '^;X6X"'0*'* odd
^•'o\y cX/id 7c erorXX^x/ odd 7o et/c XvXXdo qjcr dd3rT"xd on<? aMcdcarfOd
'•:Xodd al oa-j/n ^x!./ ’^>>dd d'idd oz '.no arx^Xac^^q pdX XXa
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.nenbXiifo *rXndd fmo abnvr./nLd ‘iXedd
oincH rti-Xbnl na ^nnn 5^dOLi77£ oyjid peonsi^XTr-X nne.deeV/
ncXd«.dX;,'X nX ©xo ^eblod dX ednortdnXoqqn bna Cxdnejno.^no'X'ie odd £>n*
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Home and Introduce into it the elements of selfishness and
jealousy, hut much the larger proportion of them still uphold
the principles and pursue the ideals of the Past* There, one
may still ascertain the nature of the influence that mould Indialja
character* An Indian home of this description is a Joint family
not of a father, mother and children, hut of several married
couples with their children under one roof* The division of
property at the death of the parents is a modern tendency and
the result of the Increasing poverty*
The father arranges for the marriage of his children,
and he pays ”all the wedding expenses, althou^ the hride hringsi
some dowry in the way of jewelry, embroidered quilts, and a
trousseau of beautiful saris and lingerie, to her husband *s
home* She has also been the recipient on the betrothal day of
anklets, nose rings, earrings of gold, and bracelets of ivory
and gold, the number being limited only by the purse of the
family."^ The father considers it a duty which he owes his
children by giving them in marriage before he dies* Today, due
to acute economic and unemployment situation in India, the
fathers of families find it hard to secure suitable mates for
their children* There are instances in which hurried marriages
have brought instead of complete happiness, calamities and
1* P*B* Fisher ’’That Strange Little B^^own Man Gandhi”, Chap* IX,
PP* 135.
as
bf.ii lo e./nernole arf'.' -f.t ctnt eo rrt on bno emoli
bloilqy IXi::'s nien.-t lo n'^J!: ttnoctonq 'IOTibL end ffojj'in docf ty;sroX3o‘
ono arf^t 1to elnebi srid" evc^wq bna aolclorrlnq ©r!d^
Jibnl fcrxJO.m QostsuLlrit ©rfd 9*i;jdart 9xfd niednesaa I£i;fa ^bh!
dnXoL B "ii noldo tnoeob r;x:.nt So srrcrf iifilbnl nA .nedosnaiic
beinnatr lanevs j lo .tu'f .nonbill To bns no 'dorr x' lo don
*i:o ffc-l^ixvXI' orfT . loon eao nooiiL- nsnbllno nXerfd ddlvr aolqrco
bnB \;onebnod nnoboirr a oi 3dfisn/<? odd >o rfdeeb srJd da
,
jdnovcq ^ninsoTonJ: srfd lo dlueen ©rid
,'i9'T5I±rfo stri *io erJd nol R©T;nan*i=5 nDridr.! oifT
^^x- «:cr oblncT arid :i;x;o:fdIa t V- 'i-r^x© '-nlijJoow orfd I la” e>Y,Ba or ^ nc
c rrn ^adrxx/p banobicncffr^ ,-nXo'^of; So xa7: orld rJ. X'^^ob oirrca
a’ oc\.i
. nerf od ,?*:Jn9pr:x£ ' .'ra ainsa Xi.fl£d:;39cf So ua6aa;iond
Sc y,tib r 3;fdr 'i.-joff erfd rro :!n9i.qdoo'r orfd neocf oelr n.^ ; , .rod
X’iovl So ad'-Eoosncf bna t"£og So .-.r>nt': eeon t«d *-rfna
on'd So eana'q ^dj \d xlno rr.tocS nod'nv/rr o. ^ tbfoo bn.=
cdd e©v»o ofi rfoldw b dl n'Toblafioo 'ron'daS orT ^ .yZlr-tBl
o^jr •. .;afo'‘ .•'oxb ©if ©'lO'tocf ©Sfil-tnaaT ai frr'^dd nrtivl.^ yd ctQtbf ldo
odd t fbrri nl dnet-.'^olorffonx; f?ni oSnonooo odi oa od
nol a© dan ©XGfidj:;;c on/'cse od bna: :'x -'.nil aoMIrrBl Ic ensddal
norj^l't-rav bol’t'^nd riolnlv n.t aeonadenl ©na enorfi . nenbllao nlorfd
^::a 3‘?I:Ij:rnp.Xao
,
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sorrows, “Marriage at any cost, under any circumstances and at
any age, has proved a bane to our Hindu community and has pro-
duced many undesirable results. Parents in their anxiety to got
their girls married out of respect for an ancient custom and out
of an unfounded fear that their girls and boys may become uncon-
trollable and immoral, have often failed to gain their object,
namely to settle their children in happy and peaceful home life.
The prospective son-in-law in most cases happens to be a student
and has not finished his school or college course. The father-
in-law has to help him with money even to complete his education^
course. He could have as well spent that amount on his own
daughter’s education and made her self-reliant. Nowadays a mere
A,B,, or an L,L,B,, does not get on in life as well as he is ex-
pected to fare by his people who have spent all they possessed
upon his education. All the same, the boy has to take his wife
home whether he is settled in life or not ,very soon child-
ren arrive in the family which further add to its expense. Many
fathers of large families being unemployed or turned out of thelit'
usual work do not easily secure a job in these days of economic
depression and retrenchment in every Government Departm.ent, Very
often the work itself being unsuitable tells upon the health of
the father who becomes invalided and unable to earn. This is a
coromon phenomenon in this unfortunate country owing to the fre-
quent prevalence of epidemic diseases and malarial and other
infectious fevers. The poor Mother of the children becomes
either widowed or, worse than that, deserted by irresponsible
Iu-H m/i 8eonocf3«jjO‘'i-to Yrijs niebnss td'coo ^rr.o 0-3 e2X5j:i'^i3H‘’ .ewottcos
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husbands The desertion of wives and children is becoming
rather frequent of late with the consequent demoralisation of
society.”^ After the marriage the married daughters may stay
with their parents until the nuptial ceremony. During this perlc
occasional visits are paid to the husband’s household to familial'
ise the child-wife with its members. The sons after marriage
have similarly to wait till the nuptials are over for the wives
to become permanent members of the family. Between marriage and
nuptials several years may elapse, depending on the age of the
girl. "According to Hindu medical authority the minimura age of
the parents, in the interest of the progenj^, is the 17th year
for the mother and the 25th for the father?^ The ceremony takes
place always after puberty. The girl is under the direction of
the mother-in-law or of the eldest lady in the house. Even aftei:
the nuptials, the young wife may not sleep with the husband un-
less permitted to do so by the Mother-in-law. "......the Hindu
wife rapidly takes on the role of an elderly matron towards her
husband, degenerates into a mere drudge and gives up all the
little feminine arts of attracting and preserving love. This
carelessness of appearance re-acts on the polygamous instincts
of the man with disastrous consequences to conjugal felicity and
a well-ordered home-life
d
1. D. S. Muthulakshmi Reddi in "The Indian Social Reformer"
Vol. XLVI, PP 790 August 15, 1936.
2. Hindu Ethics by Babu Govinda Das. Chap. 2 PP 73.
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The presence of a number of married couples with their
children under the same roof gives rise to problems of adjust-
ments, of which those that are brought up in a single family can
have but little idea. In the latter, the adjustments are betweei
husband and wife, and between them and their children. The
authority of the parents is sufficient to secure peace and good-
will among the children. As between husband and wife, time and
love are the solvents of incompatibility of temper and habit.
When there are many families living under the same roof, there
are very complex problems. The work of the household is divided
among the members according to their aptitudes. Duties are ex-
changed to corroborate the feeling that there is no unfair dis-
tribution of biArden, No husband may take his wife to a theatre,
or show or festivals without asking her sisters-in-law to join
them. The wife of the man who is absent from home, and children
whose parents are dead receive special consideration. The attiti
to them is governed by the reflection that, were their husbands
present or father alive, they should have received all considera-
tion and that what is done in their absence should be in excess
rather than in defect. Any neglect may bring the wrath of the
lady of the house on the offender, and there would be no peace
until the wrong is rectified. Sometimes the kindness extends
beyond the family circle.
The number that may be under one roof may be very larg<
sometimes as many as forty to fifty, and the degree of adjustment
called for la verv ereat. Onlv on a basis of eoualitv of all in
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sacrifice, enjoyment and responsibilities can the family remain
in concord and harmony.
The management of the family property is imder the
direction of the father or the nearest heir after him. On the
death of the father, the eldest son takes up the responsibility
and after him the next in order of succession. All purchases
are mads by the head, and all share equally; the sons may have
each made separate earnings out of their individual efforts and
these may go to their wives, and need not be added to the Joint
family income. Out of these they may meet the special require-
ments of their wives.
The management of the household is usually in the handi
of the eldest lady, and what is required for ordinary expenses ii
made over to her. The major requirements are usually r?ur chased
wholesale for the year, and monthly or daily purchase of these
is considered a sign of poverty. Out of the money given for
daily expenses, savings may be effected. These are considered
her own. One may keep a cow and earn money by it, "it was at
this early stage in India that the cow, which provided milk for
daily food and helped every day in the tilling of the soil, be-
came a valuable companion of the household, to be cherished be-
yond all other treasures. Prom this began the religious reverence
for the cow in Hindu India, It is a primitive belief Intimately
connected with the culture of the soil. Even today, among the
Hindus of India, who are vegetarians, milk is the only food that
goes along with the grain foods as a nutrient to preserve life.
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There are practically no other food-s tuffs that are taken in any
large daily quantities. But the reverence for the cow thus in-
culcated by Hindu religion has been only the beginning of a
reverence for all the lower animals
^
Money so accumulate(
I
in the selling of milk to the neighbouj?s, is drawn upon only in
cases of very great necessity where the lady feels she has no
right to ask her husband or father. It may go finally to a
daughter m.arried into a poor family to help her out in her dif-
ficulties, It is a passion with most Hindu Mothers to redress
as far as their power lies, inequalities in the circumstances of
their married daughters. If one of them is a v/idow, her claim
is first and last on her Mother,
The women rise with the dawn and set about cleaning
I
the house. After that, cooking begins. In the orthodox mlddie-
I class households, there are only two meals; one at about 10, in
the morning and the other at 7, in the evening. Nothing is takei :
betv/een, except plain water. In modern households, coffee or tei
,
is taken in the m.orning and sometimes an afternoon lunch. Child'
ren are usually served first and then the m.ale members of the
household, after the bath and prayers which are usually the firs'
duties of the day. The last to take the meal usually is the lad;'
of the house. It is not considered the correct thing for her to
take her meals before others. The servants have theirs and then
is alw^ays sufficient food for a vis tor who may dr* op in late aftej
all have had their meal. No wife v/ould dream of taking her meal
1, C, F, Andrev/s, “Mahatma Gandhi ^ s Ideas", Chap, I, PP 32,
C:2 : C_
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before her husbsnd, even though the husband Informed her before-
hand that he would be late. Even, the Mother waits till the
return of her son.
The dominating idea of marriage is parentage. Both th(=
husband and the wife long for the birth of a son. The married
couple are not allowed to remain many years childless without
making strenuous efforts to have issue. Pilgrimages are made,
vows ar-e taken, and doctors are consulted until a child is born.
A childless wife is looked dovm upon. The love for childjren has
^ been developed in India through the ages. It is the result of
i
the Hindu Law which requires a son to inherit the property of th<»
father, and gives the wife no share in it except that of main-
tenance, The son had to perform the funeral ceremonies of the
father for the peace of his soul,
I
i
There are auspicious occasions when union is supposed
to result in the production of not only healthy but gifted
children. The time of union during the nuptial night is deter-
mined by the convsultation of the horoscopes of the couple and
the husband is informed of it. " today the common people ar'-i
under the sway of fcrces which appear to us not rational. To
the peasant the world is haunted v/ith powers, evil or benign --
a clump of trees, rocks, heaped by Nature in seme fantastic
shape have behind them these forces which affect man fer good or
evil, I think we do not give sufficient weight in our education.
I
to these facts which are affecting the outlook and the mental
proceaaea of our students. Take the case of a college v/lth whl^
I
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I am connected. We have on the rolls over eleven hundred stud- i
!I
ents. Of these the majority profess the Hindu faith — some
eight or nine hundred men. Each one of these has in his infancy
been provided with a horoscope which indicates the date and tim<5
of his birth and the conjunction of the stars in the heavens.
He is brought up to believe that these forces have an influence i!
1
1
on his destiny, and therefore certain events are inevitable. H^
is also brought up to believe that by the consultation of his
j
horoscope coming events are predictable...”^ Like Jews, the
Hindus have definite periods when the union is forbidden or en-j;
i
joined. The knowledge in regard to these was spread widely be-|
fore W 0Stern influence prevailed. In the Hindu conception of
j
life sexual activity is nothing abnormal or out of the way, or |:
j
something profane to which no reference may be made at any time^
Today in India more care and attention is being paid to whole-
i
j!
some sexual life. ’^/Ve are dealing with a problem as old as thelj
!
I
ages. The purpose of our scientific approach to sex today is ttj)
make it possible for people to have healthy children and to teajch
that it is our right and privilege to have sexual pleasure wlthj-
In the bonds of matrimony without the responsibility of childreji.
India developed a crudely scientific technique at the timej
when she most needed it, and we are developing ours in terms of
|
modern demands The modem educated Indian is himself
abandoning these as unfitted to the new day. Hence these pracjf-
ne” PP. 96-97 S.K. Datta»s
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I
i tlces are on the wane.""^ The sex instruction in India has not
i
I
become popular today; but, such instructions would curb the
venereal and other infectious diseases attributable to over
Indulgences in sex life. "Girls of poor parents are given
away to worthless and ill-brought up young men who do not
hesitate to cast them away when it pleases their fancy. The
young men are very often infected with venereal disease and the
poor ignorant wife also suffers from the ill-behaviour and
immorality of their husbands.,..
Charitable Institutions
To give alms to the poor is a religious duty. Beggars
usually come in the morning and none may be sent away without
alms. They do not generally beg, but shout the names of God or
! Godess, blow a conch-shell and sing devotional songs to the ac-
companiment of one or the other of the many strange instruments
to be found in India. It is considered highly irreligious to
refuse alms to an old beggar. "India has always had her beggarii,
and prosperous Forbandar had not a few of them who all knew thal:
1. P.B. Fisher, "That Strange Little Brown Man Gandhi", Chap.
VIII PP . 121.
2. Dr. S.M. Reddi in "The Indian Social Reformer", Vol. XLVI
PP. 791, August 15, 1936.
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alv/ays at the gateway of the Gandhi estate, flanked on either
side by the temples of Krishna and Rama they would receive eitheii
some alms, or a cup of whey. No beggar was ever turned away from
its door."l Except for those under Western influence, no one
I
would dream of doing it. The number of beggars are still very
I large, ”A month ago the south district police of Calcutta
1
launched a campaign for the clean-up of beggars and vagrants on
the streets within their jurisdiction and up to now over, 1,000
j
beggars have been rounded up and dealt with by the courts. This
action followed complaints from the public that the nuisance is
on the increase and that people are pestered by beggars near
I
cinemas, in the New Market area and chowr inghee. Every evening
.between 5 P.M, and 10 P.M., a sergeant and four constables make
a tour of South Town in a Motor Ljrry and round up-all beggars
and vagrants found in the streets. They are lodged for the
night in the central lock-up-and sent up to court the next day.
The campaign, however, has not improved the situation to any
' appreciable extent. This is due to the fact that the great
I
«
majority of beggars are simply warned and discharged and come
back to their "pitch”. The magistrates, too are helpless to a
certain extent, because a large proportion of beggars, being
blind and crippled, they cannot send them to jail, "The situa-
tion is disappointing", continued the officer, "it entails grea*
trouble and expense to round up the beggars. Each beggar is fed
1. P, B, Fisher, "That Strange Little Brown Man Gandhi", Chap. IX
PP. 134.
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once on the night of his or her arrest; each again is given
j
breakfast before being sent to court where another meal is served.
I
Altogether the expense for each beggar amounts to 6 annas or 11
l(
cents. All this trouble and expense is wasted because the vast
j
majority of beggars, being warned and discharged, carry on their
operations as before.”^ The primitive system of giving alms,
found in the Indian Homes of Hindus based on religious principle
(•
encouraged the very poor also the lazy and professional beggars
j
to resort to begging. "This vast population of beggars who are !
1
not all paupers, who are indeed, in some cases millionaires, a
j
i
parasite which is not satisfied with the mere eating up of the !
wealth of the country, but takes a wanton delight in destroying
I
!|
its Intellect and even its morals. It makes no return for the
!|
ji
lavish support and the slavish adoration it exacts, but is in-
f
I
I
stead an ever-grov/ing force for all kinds of evil menacing life
|
|i
of the country it feeds upon. ,....A good many criminals wanted
|
Ij
by the police hide among these orders, which are only too often
;
centres of vice and even of crime as every one who has to deal '
i
with them knows full well.
j
I
To entertain the members of an Indian Home, a snake
|
j
charmer or juggler may come to give a half-hour *s amusement, or
|
1. "The Guardian" Vol. XIV, No. 27. July 2, 1936, PP. 430.
2, "Hindu Ethics”, by Babu Govinda Das. Chap. Ill, PP. 104.
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it may be a palmist who will picture the future, especially of
the unmarried girls or say hard things on those who refuse to
make him welcome and bid him go. The performing monkey or calf-
causes no small mirth by its amusing tricks and antics.
In the evening there are offerings to be made to the
temples and these are completed before night fall. About 6 p,m,
the lamp is lighted by the lady of the household and it is placed
in the verandah facing the East, She bows before it follov/ed by
everyone present for the first time in the evening. The lamp
lighted, children gather round it to sing their evening devotional
songs, "One of the rooms in this huge rambling house was given
over to worship; a light was always burning there; and offerings
of flowers lay on the altar ,Religion was the first lav/ of
family life,”^ When the songs are over, the children begin the:
study. After supper men may retire to bed. The women are the
last to dine and retire.
Guests are very frequent in Hindu households. No
relations or friends may come to the village or town without
calling and if necessary, staying in the house; when there are
several houses of relations, the one to which he is most closely
related has the right to have him as guest. Often considerable
self-denial is exercised for the purpose, of course unknov/n to
the guest. There are feasts connected with the numerous holiday;^.
1, F, B, Fisher, ’’That Strange Little Brov/n Man Gandhi”, Chap, IX
PP 134,
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There are several days when fasts have to be undertaken
On new moon days generally there may be only one meal. On certaijn
days no meal may be taken. The physiological effects of these
fasts have been understood by the West only within recent years.
It has been found that they help to deprive the system of the
poisonous products of proteid decomposition. They are therefore
of great value in maintaining health and vigour. Personal clean|
liness is maintained at a very high level. The daily bath is an
Institution from time immemorial, and is taken by all the tv/ice
born and by many of the Sudras, No matter hov/ clean the clothing
before the bath, it has to be changed and may not be used again
before being washed. In addition to the dally bath, a great man^
of the higher castes bathe again on return from, town, V/hat is
touched by the mouth is unclean. Two may not bite of the same
fruit, drink from the same cup or eat from the same leaf or
plate. Charcoal from paddy husk, the almond shell or areca nut
with salt and pepper is used for cleaning the teeth. Some use
the twigs of various kinds of trees most of them having tannic
acid. One end is chewed so as to make a brush. The result of
such attention bestowed on the teeth is that Indians have much
I
better teeth than Europeans,
!
j
Cleanliness so rigorously enforced as regards the
I
person is not maintained, in half that perfection as regards the
home and surroundings. The Indian developed sanitation with
reference to the simplicity of rural life and habits. He is un-
famillar with rules and regulations that have to be observed
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when living in urban surroundings where failure involves the
whole population in serious consequences, "Nor must I omit to
pay tribute to the standard of personal cleanliness and of tide-
ness within their houses maintained by the greater part of the
rural population unhappily, health does not, in a tropical
country, confer its boon upon those who cleanse their bodies but
drink from unclean wells upon whose meal the fly,
crawling but a moment previously upon garbage and filth unspeak-
able, sets his death- charged foot. And this in half a million
villages dispersed over an area of 1,805,332 square miles,,,,.,
under such conditions, the way of the health reformer is destinecf.
to be a hard one Lack of adequate public funds and shortage
of trained personnel, as well as the absence of good communica-
tions at all seasons, are formidable obstacles indeed,,,,"!
The government of India should attempt and work out
a policy by which lectures through radio broadcasts be given to
the rural as well as the city people on rules designed for the
promotion of health and sanitary science. In all the High
Schools, Colleges and Universities the Indian students should b^
taught sex-hygiene and the preservation of healthy sexual life.
Further, they should be encouraged on the ancient ideals of
chastity, self-control and renunciation as self-indulgence and
selfishness brings in its train disease and death. The Govern-
1, Lord Linlithgow, in "The Indian Peasant," PP, 21-22,
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ment also should endeavour to find a solution by which she could
prevent the beggar nuisance from pestering the public by ac-
commodating them with proper homes where these unfortunate
people could be suitably housed and looked after.
I
i
I
I
I
t
i
t
t
Mroo dotdw riol:taIoa a b^n o;t i;;oTBsbne bXx/oca oal^ iaem
-Ofl Tcr oirtfwq erfrf 3ni«i8.te$c jno't't sansaXirri *1533^ ori^ ;tfi©7o^q
e:f^T;r:f^oraw sierTA' aamorf 'reqo'iq rfiiw meifi JinX.+^bcaimoo
.tsc^le bejTooI fcrrB boairorf 7:IrfBctijja acf bljjoq sIqo©q
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CHAPTER III
CASTE
"Hinduism and Caste have "been so closely related as to
be almost, even though not quite, inseparable.,.,, Caste
enters into the warp and woof of the customs and mental attitudej
of the land and that it divides the majority of the population
into groups between many of which intermarriage is forbidden and
much of social inter coijirse either difficult or impossible,"^
Paramount Institution
Of the many institutions peculiar to the Hindus Caste
is certainly the most persistent and vital. It has existed al-
most from the earliest times, and the lapse of centuries has not
altered it in any of its more essential features. Universally it
looked upon as an Institution peculiar to India, "Professor
Radakrishnan says of this process: ’Caste was the ansv/er of
Hinduism to the forces pressing on it from outside. It v/as the
instrijiment by which Hinduism civilized the different tribes it
took in. Any group of people appearing exclusive in any sense
is a caste. Whenever a group represents a type, a caste arises.
If a heresy is born in the bosom of the Mother faith and if it
spreads and produces a new type, a new caste arises. The Hindu
society has differentiated as many types as can be reasonably
differentiated, and is prepared to accept nev/ ones as they arise,
is
1, Kenneth S, Latourette in "Missions Tomorrov/", Chap II, PP, 54,
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It stands for the ordered complexity, the harmonized multiplicity
the many-in-one which is the clue to the structure of the uni-
verse
Educated Indians groaning under what they describe as
caste tyranny are apt to accept a condemnation so universal as
just and well deserved. They do not pause to consider that the
condemnation is by foreigners who have never experienced the
evils of caste themselves, and are not fully familiar with its
operations in all aspects. "Depressed classes are to be found
in almost every country, Tliey are in the slums of the great
I
,
cities of Europe and America, doomed to a life of utter degrada-
tion a little above the level of animal existence. In India also
there are depressed classes, about fifty million in a total
population of three hundred and forty millions, living mostly in
the sections set apart for them, in Indians seven hundred thousand
villages, V'/hile the depressed classes of Europe are the by-
product of a capitalistic civilization based on the competition
of the individual with his fellov/s, the depressed classes of
India are the survival of a socio-religious system adopted
millenniums ago for the preservation of its peculiar cultixre and
civilization. India has been subjected from early times to one
race invasion after another. The dark aboriginal tribes were
invaded by the sturdy Dravidians and later by yellow-skinned
1. P* 0, Philip quotes Prof. Radakrishnan, in "The Christian
Century", Jan. 13, 1937, PP . 48,
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Mongols and fair-skinned Aryans. Persians, Greeks, Scythians
also came and some of them settled dovm in the country,
For all the evils traced to Caste, it has nevertheless served
some useful purpose, which no substitute proposed or found for
jit can apparently discharge,
i
Caste is by no means peculiar to India, It existed
j along the valleys of the Nile in ancient Egypt, and it exists
today in the most advanced country in the World, the United
States, The American Negro is a separate caste, as separate as
any in India, His life is full of restrictions particularly in
I
the Southern States. He cannot inter-marry or travel in the
1
I
same railway compartment with the whites, nor, could he live in
I
ja Hotel of the whites. He may not live in the same quarters of
I
l
i
the tovm, nor would he be permitted to attend the same school
i
j of the whites. In India, the outcastes are precisely in a
Isim.ilar situation, since the oeople of India are a heterogeneous
Ijrace, ’’That is true of the United States is true of South Africa,
'of Australia and New Zealand. ’’The modern world may well derive
I
I
[profit from, the idealism and high purpose with which Hinduism at-
1
1
[tempted the solution of the problem of her diverse races,
jjHarmoniza tion avoided the growth in India of revolting practices,
I
[like lynching in the United States and Jew baiting in Germany,
I
^
jBut this was achieved, at the cost of other human and spiritual
j
values. The synthesis of Caste which started as a social
I
jl. P,0, Philip in ’’The Chr'istian Century”, Jan 13, 1937, PP. 48
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organization of different ethnic types was unable to assimilate
within Hinduism certain groups. These groups have been the mis-
fits of Hindu civilization, Hinduism has been impotent, through
the centuires, in reforming and fully Hinduizing them. These
groups are in a sense within Hinduism, yet really outside its
main stream of life and culture. They have been free to live
their own lives within the limits set for them, but have been
denied opportunities for larger life in religion and society.
This has not, hov/ever, prevented them from looking with reverence
on the Hindu religious system. Priest craft in alliance
with vested interests, entrenched in old-time feudalism, was soorl
able to reduce these people to the position of serfs, denying thejn
some of the basic rights of ordinary human beings. They may offejt*
worship to gods and goddesses and send gifts to temples, but the^
themselves may not come near the temples,,,.,"^ The white races
with the doubtful exception perhaps of the Latins, have uniformly-
set their face against merging with the people among whom they
settled. The Aryans were a v^hlte race. They were face to face
in India with races far more numerous, less refined and less
intelligent according to their standards. The problem that
faced them 40 centuries ago is the problem which the European
colonists in America, South Africa and Australia have had to
face in more modern times. And the problem was much more diffi-
cult of solution.
1, P, 0, Philip, ’’The Christian Century", Jan IS, 1937, PP. 48,
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The Aryan settlements were amidst others of a similar
character as permanent as theirs, and neighbourhood and all that
it implied was inevitable. In fact, the European settlements in
the colonists were of agriculturists amongst nomadic tribes among;
agriculturist communities.
The divisions of Aryans themselves into three classes
is explained by the fact that the Aryans did not come into India
as one body but in successive hordes. The later one still
nomadic found earlier ones settled down as agriculturists, and
therefore, with less of the coherence and militaristic organiza-
tion natural to nomadic tribes. It is not necessary to assume
that the earlier Aryans had entered into marriage-relations with
the aborigines and so destroyed their racial purity, there
arose at a very early date in India, among the Aryans, the idea
of marriage as a religious sacrament, which the higher Castes
especially regarded as sacred. As an aristocracy they thought
much about heredity and observed certain regulations in order to
keep their stock pure. Marriage had to take place within the
Caste and alv/ays according to Hindu sacred law and ceremony.
Little by little, in process of time, this marriage within the
Caste became the strictest of all the Caste obligations.”!
A possible mixture of Aryan blood with the conquered nomadic
tribe explains for the emergence of the third among the classes,
1, C, F. Andrews in "Mahatma Gandhi’s Ideas”, Chap, I, PP. 30,
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namely, Vaisyas, The three main divisions of Indian Castes are
the Military or Kshatriya, the Vaisya and the Sudra. The BrahmirJ|s
are said to be the first class because of the greater purity of
their blood, "in the original social organization of India therei
were evidently three main orders of higher society. We meet witli
these among all the leading Aryan peoples. They are clearly
defined, for instance, in Ancient Persia and in Ancient Greece,
where Aryan languages, akin to Sanskrit were in daily use. First)
of all, there was the priestly or Brahman Caste, whose members
sUidled the ritual and preserved the sacred texts. Secondly,
there were the warriors, and public administrators, called
Kshattriyas, who ruled the different clans. Thirdly, there were
the agricultural settlers, or Vaishyas, who tilled the soil and
made wealth. Last of all, much below these, there were the
Shudras, who did the labourers’ work. This class was represented
by the helots in Ancient Greece, and was not reckoned with the
Aryan race at all,..,"^
The Brahmins interpreted the religious texts and laws
and they had the duty to set up a moral and religious standard
to the whole community. With the deepening influence of religioi)
on the community, the Brahmins once occupying but a secondary
place in social rank, progressed in sanctity until they came to
be reckoned the first among the four divisions of the Hindus,
1, C, F, Andrews, "Mahatma Gandhi’s Ideas", Chap. I, PP. 28,
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The first three were the Savarnas, those with coloiir
and the last was the Avarnas, those without. It may also be
noticed that the first three arrogated to themselves the more
important fimctions of the commijinity and to the Avarnas were as-
signed the function of manual services. The assignment of a
separate function to each class carried with it limitation of
opportunity to specified fields to which the less favoured not
likely to reconcile themselves. Even the Kshatriyas would not
accept the second place in which they found themselves, and the
earlier narration of the Hindus gives ample evidence of serious
and violent conflict on their part v;ith the Brahmins, The Sudras
were forbidden under heavy penalties to trespass into any other
field but that of manual service, the position must have been
particularly irritating. Some time ago Gandhi regretted over
this prevailing tragic situation by saying, ”l think, ’unapproacl,
ability’ better connotes the state of things relating to that
community. No amount of external embracing will ease the situa-
tion, unless the spirit of toleration exists within. Next, I am
unable to understand the relation between the existence of this
evil and the establishment of Swaraj, After all, ’Unapproach-
ability’ is only one of the many evils of the Hindu society,
perhaps a greater evil, and as long as society exists similar
evils do exist, as no society is free from evils,,.,
1, M, K, Gandhi, "Young India", PP . 601,
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Just as the Joint family originating from economic
necessity was idealised on a "basis of ancestral worship, and how
one of the consequences that flowed from it was the honoring of
a debt by successive generations. Caste, was similarly idealised
and therefore has obscured the essential foundations on which it
was built up.
The four* main divisions of the Hindus are not so much
castes as classes. They are not castes as they are so often
spoken of, Wiat distinguishes one caste from another is the pro-
hibition in regard to inter-dining and inter-marriage, "it is
a law of nature that progress can only be throu.gh heterogeneity
from homogeneity, and not by rigid uniformity and sameness, whicb.
result only in deterioration, disease and death. We see that the
quick-witted races of the world, for Instance, the Americans, are
the most mixed; similar is the case in Int^ia, W'e need not look
startled when asked to boldly acknowledge the unhldeable fact of
mixture, Akbar revived the practice; but it was killed by his
successors .imder the training of our English ’Masters’,
for which we cannot be too thankful --we are again attempting to
discard these barriers, and every year examples of marriages in
disregard of the later restrictions are increasing. These number
would be much larger, were it not for the artificial hindrances
set up by the Anglo-Indian legislature and law-courts,,,"!
'Hinduism today has degenerated into an amorphous mass of nearly
1, Hindu Ethics by B,G, Das, Chap. II, PP 43-44,
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3,000 castes and sub- castes which are mutually untouchable in
respect of dining and marriage. This is due simply to a misun-
derstanding of the scientific laws which underlie the old ideal
of avoiding indiscriminate dining and indiscriminate m.anriage
,
Very early T'egasthenes found Castes following different profes-
sions among the Sudras, and today in each of the main divisions
there are hundreds of Caste, sub-castes and Castes in formation.
Each division is prejudiced toward the other. " there are
parts of India where a Shudra may and does-cook for the highest
castes and no one hesitates to drink v/ater from even a leather
bag brought by Mussalman v/ater-carr ier s . . . , , ”2 The causes that
give rise to the Castes are more or less the ssjne as those which
gave rise to the four main divisions.
Its Exclusiveness
That Aryans had to be strictly endogam.ous fer more than
the \Miites of the U.S.A. was a natural necessity and caste was
the result.
The predominance of a grou.p proceeding from their
political power, wealth or racial purity tempts them to raise a
social barrier as against the rest, and a class has originated,
rhe degree of exclusiveness of each of these depends on the ex-
clusiveness of the highest class. If the barriers they raise are
1, Dr, Bhagwan Das, ’Inter-caste Marriage Bill’ in ’’The Guardian”
Sept. 10, 1936, Vol. XIV; PP. 588.
2, B, G. Das in ’Hindu Ethics’, Chap III PP 108.
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impenetrable, so are the barriers raised by the other classes.
The best security of a predominant class, racially and socially
exclusive would have been a democracy, and the Aryans v/ere in the
earlier life democratic, but the ascendancy of a priestly class
to strengthen its own selfish purpose, created a rigid barrier
which choked the racial and economic motive under religious and
philosophical explanations. It also obstructed the common fusioi
and association of all classes, ”lt is a very general assujnptior
that Caste is an insuperable social barrier in India, but, even
if only a modified form of democratic-constitution is realized,
this barrier will sujrely have been weakened, and when education
has accomplished its inevitable levelling process the days of
Brahmin ascendancy will be numbered. It has recently been said
that the only discordant voice inside Hinduism com.es from the
Untouchables, seeing that it is the only section in which the
desire to know there is a grade below it remains unsatisfied,”!
It is stated that certain Catholics, dem.anded that "Harljan"
Catholics should be excluded from the chur dies that railings
should be fixed in the churches to separate the ” caste” and non-
caste” Catholics, that caste Catholics should be given holy-
communion first, and that ”non-caste” marriages should not be
solemnised in front of the main altar. The Bishop did not accede
to these demands and this resulted in some tr ouble , , , .
,
ir
1. Edward Cadogan in ”The India We Saw”, Chap, II PP 59,
2. Rt Rev Pr, Leonard ”The Guardian” Vol, XIV July 2, 1936, PP 42$
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A group, from superior wealth able to live a higher-
standard of life would soon differentiate itself from the rest
of the caste and seek to reinforce that differentiation by specie
observance in v/orship and by distinctive regulations of habit and
custom. A nev/ discipline and new process in cultivation, or an
improvement in handicraft may furnish distinct economic advantage
to a family which, seeking to preserve it for itself or afraid
it may be lost by the apathy or ridicule of the caste as a v/hole,
may preserve it by sharing it with a few other families v/ho agree
with them, to keep distinct from, the m.ain caste. The essential
condition for the formation of a separate caste is that the circl
is sufficiently wide from which girls may be had in marriage and
once this requirement is met the standing of the caste group is
maintained.
I
3
Castes which occupied once a high social position are
now degraded and low; and castes which v/ere once considered
despicable, have in course of time attained to a high social
level. Economic distress com.pels relajcation of ca.ste and in-
dividual discipline, and speedy dem.oralization results.
If a Hindu fold has brought communities within its pale,
it has sent others out of it. A number of communities among the
so called untouchables were once within the Hindu fold.
Essential Featvires
Each caste had a demiocratic organization. Indian caste*
is a brotherhood of which members, however varying their position
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In point of wealth, were equal. With the introduction of in-
dividualism and the disturbing influence of foreign rule, classes
lave sprung up in certain higher castes obscuring their democrati
character. In all matters affecting caste welfare decision rests
with the caste council, before which all castm.en are equal.
A family rising too far above the common level may find
It difficult to obtain suitable matches for girls belonging to
It; what is true of the standard of comfort is true also of the
standard of intellectual attainments.
Among people organised on a class basis, individuals
who progress beyond the common level seek to join a higher class,
and the beneficial influence of their continuance in the class
from v/hich they sprang, is lost to it. Because of the frequent
losses, the class remains more or less at the same level, ”
once the steady ascent to prominence and fame is measured by the
vehem.ence with which a man's origin is announced on all sundry
occasions , ,
.
Inter-caste jealousy is a m.odern phenomenon and vms un-
known in pre-British days v/hen there was no common competition.
The spirit of equality and brotherhood prevailed between in-
dividuals of a caste. As between castes the relationship was of
a hierarchy with important features to mitigate the evils in-
cidental to it.
L. Sudarisanam in ’’The Guardian" Vol, XIV - Nov 19 - 1936,
(Editorial Notes)
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’^Hinduism of today presents many a curious anomaly.
No one cares to study it.... Now some Hindus have religious
scruples against having water at the hands of meat-eaters, some
against doing so at the hands of heef-eaters , . . , The Brahmins,
particularly were strict, disciplinarians. They would not eat
jj
ij
any meat or onions. They held regular fasts and strictly regulated
their life. They were poor and lived by begging. Today there atfe
thousands of Brahmins who live by begging. It was their dharraa
to earn their living by begging of which they are not ashamed.
The head of the Indian society were the Brahmins who
were responsible to impose upon the people the morals and the rer
Ij
ligious standards. But the political subordination to successive
I
conquerors of the country forced them to be self-centered and tht.s
they have failed to accomplish Iheir purpose as saviour of Hindu isni.
The Brahmins being at the head of society had necessarl[ly
'[
to be static, for any change in society might find them deprived |iof
[1
their exalted position. It was but natural that elements so op- 'I
posing in society should come into conflict with each other.
The struggle betv/een the Kshatriyas and the Brahmins was con-
tinued until the practifial disappearance of the former from the
phase of Hindu society.
The Brahmins did not recognise the Kshatriyas as
a class. The Hindu literature gives vivid accounts of the
frequent quarrels between the Kshatriyas and Brahmins
which points to the latter as the class responsible
1. M.K. Oandhi in, ”Young India” PP. 753„j(speech_ on -Hinduism Today**-)...
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• ttI BHionw RifoJt'ii/o B e;tn»ae'£q uiRijjbniH”
aifolails'i 9Vij i sjjorrjtH ©ir.oe well ae'iAO ofio oW
omo8 ta-ietBe-ctijeiii lo abnjarl edet rfjs ‘lo^sw grtiviari iarr.tsss eslau-joa
I artJtriffB'tS s/fT . a^'scjBe-'iead' to 3f)na,d ©rfq is oa gaiob ianlsgB
ia© ion Jbrnow * anBi'ip.niIqioai:f) .ioiiia o'low YliJSlnoii'isq
pBlx/g©7 Gisjpl f)I©rl ,cnotao io iaeitr Yna
IB ©M;©jii YBfjoT .•3ni33©d' Jc?©vi C bciB rooq o*x©v/ Ys>xn* .©‘ill 'cieifi
afTtrcBiib *TJ:9di 2bw .Tjai.'jgod y'^ evil or/A c/ilnirfB^S lo shnnciforfi
.£)©n(er^BB ion ©nB rfoinw to gnt'^,3ocf ref gnivil nJtsdi nnse oi
orfw eoiridij'ta ©di ©now riolooe fiBiJbnl ©di lo bsed ©.IT
f-en edi 5na slBnom 9di oXqooq orfi noqu ocoqxni oi ©CcXeaoqeen ©now
©vlaaoooi;© oi aoi ifiirlbnocfna iBOiiJtXoq ©rii i^ra .ebnebnais awolgi C
s .'rfi bnB bonoi'too-TIss ©o' c.‘ /nsrfi boono*! ^di to enonaupnoo
nfii ji:.rtjtH lo nnoJtvae as ©aoqnnq ntsrlt rfailqaioooa otbsIX©! ^varl Y®-d^
YX t'^Baseoon fcari Yioi oos To baerf ?t:i is gniad’ nnlraXina ©riT
b©*/inqoJ& rnofli f-ixiT irigia Yi^Xo' B at ©gnjdfio Vi:*! noT tOXiaia ©of oi
-qo oa eiasr.dl© iarii Xsni^ion ind a«'.T il .noiiiaoq boilPJCa niedJ
To
.norlio rioss diXv; ioillrroo irtJt bIx;offc nl gnlaoq
-noo aj5W ariauifinJ orli bna ^di neov/dsef ©I^aiVnia ecIT
©di laonT nonnoT ©rii To ©orrpnsonqnalb odd Xiinu boonli
. io^ooa x?bniH To osariq
3 3 SBYXniada/f ©rfi ©aXngooon ion dl.b enJtT-isna ©ifT
©di To aijruxoooB blvlv esvig iTuisnodlX ubnlH ©dT . asBXo b
anlmdana bns asYinijada^ edi neswisd aXonnBop inex/ponT
eXrfXafxoqaen aaBCo ©xfi bb n©iis£ ©di oi aix:ioq dolrlw
afeoT liC i Wnftftrra^ ^n<r oY*’ nl JtiibnQO .X.Ji «I
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responsible for the disappearance from Hindu society of the most '
I
dynamic and progressive of the element in it. !
An efficient military class, would alone act as a
;
i
counterpoise to the static tendencies of the Brahmin caste and
I
act as a check to another worldly conservatism. The disappearance
j
I
of such a class upset the normal balance of Hindu society, and i
I
an exaggerated other worldliness developed to the detriment of ;i
virtues, without which no society can long be preserved from in-
I
ivasion or aggression and from internal decadence.
|
i
Too many among the commanders were no more than ad-
j
|i
venturers who sought the first opportunity to carve out kingdoms
||
for themselves. The temptation to defection and disloyalty would
K
have been far less in a caste which had military leadership as a !i
jl
function assigned to it by tradition, habit and religious dogma.!
With the Kshatriyas out of the way, it was natural that the
1
(
Brahmins should have played an increasingly large part in the
exercise of temporal powers.
i
The political ascendancy of the Brahmin had other con-
I
sequences, less obvious but equally significant. Under the
i Peshawas, a steady displacement by Brahmins of other castes in
the executive administration it was seen that Kings from other
Castes than the Kshatriyas could not move with Brahmins on the si
high plane as the Kshatriya kings. They were dependent on the
Bpahmins to refine their castes into a higher social level. The
Brahmins enjoyed a considerable measure of political power. As
interpreters of Law and advisers to the king. Thus, they have
me
sa
ctaoin lo jjJbitlH ivto'Tl aonii'i/isqq aaife .xol ©Xdl enoqeo'T
.c^i: ni ineraal ;9 aifct *?to £>vl 3 r*?t30*iq Lns olnriifT^t
j8 8 B aofj ©noC^ bluc'.v ,Has.£o ;'iBctm:in *trn -r r>i'tl© xjA
bflB ©iar.o rrtfT’rfr.'i0 ©rf-J lo aeton&br.s^ -jrf-i Oy ^ 8ic>OT©.jnjJoo
feonaTCB&qqBall) e«rf? ,m3i:tBV»rr. 2 i^oo ";rXbI‘£o^v © ap :jofi
©m
biie i/bnIR Jo eocTBler^ iBfn'ioa orfo Jedr/iLj aaisXo s r(->A*e 'tj
lo .inswI'ttJob ©rf.-t oc^ bHCoX©V€»b aa^n.tXXI'row 'laifJo £>ev+B*if»53^x5 rrs
-ni ffro't't jbovTeas'iq od 3J10I; n»o T;£folooa orr il^iriW Ji;cd:t.!'.Y
.f»oc’»bBoeL {pnisinl mc-r^ brin aoif<E«'i33ij no noXnav
-5a .iwifd 9'io.T on o'lovr .^'lobnn: imoo -?ri^ 3fio«ija ’’nar coT
aajobgat?! dwo evnao cd x;-^l "u;:t'T9qqo ianiX -:':i.v^ odw aroni/^xiov
- Ctfow 1 5 fcn-s noXdoole b orf noic^B,tq/ie ^ - ' . gu viaeinoit^j nol
a ea gldan^bBof rnajtlild 5 *%£i noin’w ©;taPo a ni esol •raJ .neacf ©varf
, anQob ai/oX^il©'! bi\B ctX o.i bsnaXaca fioXv*'>xitf‘i
©rli ix’-iid L^'W-tan aav/ iX ©fi-7 lo iuo srfJ fiJJ‘^
orfct n/ iM£(j '>r^'TFl 7:l^r..'-nne%oal na bo^oXq ovB-f bXoorfe n
. nn">vA^q Xsnoqi ’.vjX lo ©sXonexo
-non noifdo i aXr.:d>?»'^ o.(.'t lo r ^i sb >8.' i X «'oq 9joT
9i1d n^->bntl , la rrlCpupo dt’Q ax .’ivd*’ vfioX ^Pooneupse
nX soXa>jn 'f^il.to 13 artl. X/^nS vo' ‘j'/ruX’ « ^zayarins^
nendo inn:'i a^nXR .1’^'d i^ea sp> il rioivt ndsirTf <".jb« ‘>viXi-o-?»x.9 orfi
©r(;J 00 ('fiXmfiX'nXi evom ion '~X0OO a^^inisriaX oXS ns.'-.i a«ia(:,0
Sili no ctnobndcrob unv.? , e^nXd bvXt t u-'l.: ©xfi aa on.iXc XsXd
©xfT .I^vqX Xalooe 'tf'n3ld a oi/il ^o.'tsao nl-'j/i enllon oi crrXjr.TdanS
aA
. *iwoq Caobtiloq lo o'tuaF.^ta sIcTanobXtt/iO^ a te\^ol£i& crriinria'i®
6Vj?d '^9d:t .^jiriT orf.f oi anojivb^. 5/;a w.nl lo enoianciaini
J.
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descended from the position as spiritual heads to the political
ascendancy.
Any rise in the standard of living, social or economic
would make for greater productive effort to maintain the standard
of living. Action and reaction between the two would gradually
lift the community as a whole to a higher economic level. It
was to the interest therefore of the superior caste that limits
were imposed on the standard of living of the lower caste, and
that they were prevented from imitation of the higher,
i
1
Untouchables
The present revolt of the untouchables is against the
social order, and their alliance v/ith the Government is or ought
to be only for the purpose of making the revolt effective,
"The Untouchables live in dismal little huts. Their
dress is the loin cloth by which Mahatma Gandhi has signalized
his life consecration to the meek and lowly. They can draw no
v;ater from, a public spring or well; they can share no public
utility or convenience; they are barred from the temples; even
!a man of the lower caste may be beaten publicly with im.punity, ,
,
their children are naked and their women in rags. They cannot
aspire to education, cleanliness, ovmership of prooerty
.
1
j
stars, their work is that of the most sodden and hopeless
1
drudgery; their lives changeless chronicles of sad-eyed despair,, 1-
1, Edwin C, Hill "Caste System’s Doom" in the Boston Evening
American, wov, at>, ±yob, rr iiii, uoiurnn
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These restrictions were strictest on the untouchables , These are
communities, strictly speaking, outside the Hindu fold. Their
modes of v/orship and cerem.onies appear to be more or less
Hinduised. In spite of this, they were not regarded as Hindus
except those who were degraded to that position as a result of
political causes.
It is by no means suggested that existence of untouch-
ability, or what goes under a different name in other parts of
the v/orld is any justification for it in India, But what is
pointed out as a phenomenon peculiar to India is shared by the
rest of the world. When an Inferior race, or what is considered
an inferior race, is at the border land of society, and there is
danger to the social fabric from that community crossing over,
barriers are errected, and their strength and impenetrability
depends on the magnitude of the danger
,
Untouchability has been known in India from the earlies
times, "Untouchability is an Inherent part of the Hindu dogma
that is to be traced back until its origin is lost in the mists
of antiquity,,..."^ Untouchables were mostly aboriginals ac-
customed to practices such as eating dead animals which the
Aryans abhorred. They v;ere unclean. The hot and steamy climate
of India necessitate a great amount of cleanliness and the Aryans
paid great attention to maintain this standard in life. It is
t
significant that the EiAropean Aryans called the tribes who were
1, Edward Cadogan in "The India We Saw", Chap, II PP 60,
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not of thsir blood, barbarous. On the other hand, the Indo-Aryar^
used the term Mlechhas or the unclean, to denote similar people.
It Y/as natural that the aboriginal tribes should be looked upon
as untouchables in India. Prom the earliest period, they could
not form part of a village or town, and had to live av/ay from
it. It is often told in India, that a Hindu maiden happening to
see an untouchable, as she started on a journey, washed her eyes
to clean them of their pollution, ”a Hindu dining at a public
restaurant may discover to his horror that he has been served
food or drink by some v/retch just a notch below him in the Caste
organization. That sets him running to the temple for elaborate^
purification ceremonies, and he may have to knock off work for
days regaining his former social status. It is as if a Western
worker were exposed to small-pox and quarantined,,,,"!
\*7hat is peciAliar to racial exclusiveness in India is
untouchability of the races outside the pale of society; that un-|
touchability goes so far as unapproachability , Mahatma Gandhi
laments over the existance of this grave evil, "l abhor with my
whole soul the system v/hich has reduced a large number of Hindus
to a level less than that of beasts,,,..,! am unable to under-
stand the relation betv/een the existance of this evil and the
establishment of Sv/ara j , , , .
,
The untouchables may not go
within 60 ft, of the higher Castes v/ithout polluting them, "in
1, Edwin C. Hill, "Caste System’s Doom" in the Boston Evening
American. Nov. 25, 1936. Colm. 7 & 8 PP 22.
2. M. K. Gandhi, "Yoimg India", PP 601,
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Malabai’ and Travancore there are not only outcasts people who
cannot be touched, but others who can never even be approached,
or looked on, without defilement. The Nayadis, for instance,
have to keep more than tv/o hundred yards distant from the main
road, in order that even the sight of them shall not pollute.
They place a wretched rag on the ground and stand afar off, thus
begging for alms."^ TJnapproachability arose as a feature of
Caste organization on the Malabar coast. Surveying the situa-
tion Mahatma Gandhi says, "it is our fault and shame that these
suppressed classes are living outside tovms and villages, and
that they are leading a wretched life. Even as we rightly charge
the British rulers with our helplessness and lack of initiative,
so let us admit the guilt of the High-Caste Hindus in making the
'untouchables’ what they are today,,,.. "2
..........A section of the Hindus still persists in
saying that Hinduism does not allow of any conversions ,,,., Con- |i
version implies embracing an alien Faith. Nothing could be more
ridiculous than to suppose that Sikhism is alien to Hinduism
since Sikhism has sprung from Hinduism itself as a Military class , .
,
Will it not be suicidal for us all to ignore this problem and
oppose the move of the Untouchables to embrace Sikhism in the
face of persistent and ever increasing effort in foreign Muslim
and Christian countries to raise funds and send missions to get
1, C, F, Andrev/s, "Mahatma Gandhi’s Ideas", Chap IX PP 173,
2, C. F. Andrews, " " " Chap. IX PP 172.
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the Untouchables converted to their respective folds,,.. ^ The
individual, who by conversion has detached from the social and
religious system of Hinduism, and at the same time from its
economic systems as well, and become member of a community in
which he may associate with his fellows drawn from different
Castes of different social position, may gradually improve
his habits and position by the stimulus of the contact so gained
Hinduism of today views the migration of the Untouchables into an
I'
I
alien Faith with grave apprehension, because of the fact that
such a procedure would be likely to weaken her prestige and popuipsr-
ity in the land, "There has always been a dissatisfaction with
the tyranny of Caste among liberal minded Hindus, But at the
present moment the Incentive to the removal of the age-long grieT?^
jl
ances of the Depressed and Backward classes comes more from i!
t|
nationalistic and humanitarian than from religious considerations,
i!
The nationally-minded Hindu who regarded caste and untouchabllityi
I
^as a blot on his civilization, .,, .was suddenly awakened to •
the immense danger. .that any migration large or small, from
the Hindu to the Christian Community is a loss to the Hindu
nation The Hindus are afraid that such migrations of
Untouchables to alien Faith would produce serious reactions, that
may disturb the existing equilibrium of society. Today, in India^
there are some great opposing factors that obstruct the free con-
version or migration of the Untouchables, and one of these factors
f
is the Hindu Mahasabha, During a conference held at Lahore, the '
»
tJ—
1, H, Highness Sankaraclmr^^ "The Guardian" Vo l, XIV, Oct .29 »$6 PP.700.
Indian Christian Patriot" by“srfT~anonym^ufl Indian Christ ia'ii
(March 20, 1937, PP, 3 column i.)
i
9ifT 9ViJo9qe©»r 'il'OrfJ ibeiiovnoo e9lcf!:riojJo:trtI7
bne Islooe. srfcl- rrioil oeiiosiob as.i aols’iovnoo ijcf orfw ^laybivibrrl
ecti
.tto'i'i ‘^nj£n ©iict b.iis imfilubfi-tH ho .noia^s rufoiglle'i
fti ^iiiTi/jrrnioo a “io 'tecftnen anooecf Jbna .Jilsv 2 a arae^tSYa obmoacos
vtn©'i9'i'3;i;b jno‘i*i BwolleJ Bid o^iatocaea vbti ori rfoirfw
©vo'iqcil trtol^lBoq lalooa d^©^9l’iJtb ho aoctaaD
• ^©ritas 08 :tofi,tnoo od& ho ejjXjJnr±:)a ecfct noiiiaoq bna eMad sld
-'SI
Eta oc>xil esIcfarlOEJoctnU arfi "io xici-^STS^m od:t aviotv YJQbod' “io mstubnttl
iarJ^ doat odd Jo eauBoed aodcaon’s'tqqa ov'a'ig I’dlw ddtsiFl aellB
Ivqoq bna ©sidc^^iq larf rtensie'H od ocf bli/ow eiabsoo^rq b douz
sidl'd noldoBhtslJjUQzlb o neecf aYfiwIa aarf o'i©xfr^ .baaX odd nt
©rid da doS .si'DalH babndm IsiacfiC 'snoma adaaO lo
gxtof-os® Xavoai©*! t-idd od aVidnoond ©.id tirofliorr diio3o'iq
raoi'i ©»iom asrnoo ^©rjealo Jb*iaw*fOB5 bna boeatTC jl ©rid ho c©ona
« anoddarcsblanoo auod^dX©'! mo-i'i ii.aJi rraX'jadXnara;jd b/ra ©ddallanoldan
YdiXicfsrfox/odnu bna ©daaa beb^asa't od'it vbnlH bsbnl'n-YXXarxoXdan ©n'T
od b©n©->(awa Ylnobbua aaw noldasdXdvXo Rixi no fold b na
i-norr*i ,XXaaie rco ©anal noida-xsdat tha dB;.« 'rsgnab eRnorani ©r^d
x/bnlH ©rid od 3boC a el YdinJunfuoU naldsdirfO ©rid od x/bniH ©rid
lo aroIds-rgXnr riouB ? Sf^d blB'i^A s-xa
-jbiilH ©ifX' ' iroldan
-^arfd
,
2noXdoa©*i anoXios ©oubr
-tq bXrro'.7 :fdla^ nelXa od ©©Xcfarioi/odaU
aXbnl nd ,y^^oT
.
;^eioo2 “do tnni'TridXiop© s^ddsir© arid ri'fx/daXb
•*itoo ©©^1 ©rfd dDti'xdacfo darid a'todoal gnteoqqo das'cy ocioa ©na ©•: .1d
TOdoA'l 03©rid 1o ©no brra .soXdTAriouodxtU ©rid 'to actd£^:^lm 'so nolsrsov
osit ,© ycXaJ ds bXsrf eon-^.'io'Jnoo a i^szI'UjC. , aririaBar.'Al! r.rbnlll © •'’d gX
oo3, doO ^VX X « ToV ^^ru'ib*iBjQ ©riT^ ni SYiario ase/irlstH ,ti ,C
blfnl'inb ^Hlbnt anomYno/iA rta '^d ^tolnda? rsBsfalidb a^LbM 3ri^’‘'
(.X latuiXc© e ,vcer ,os 'ro"AM)
n t
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Hindu Mahasabha passed several resolutions and,,,., ”By a resolu4
tion Christian and Islamic Missionaries were warned against pro-
selytisation among Harijans, The Ambedkar group v/as present at
the Conference but was overwhelmed,**-
Mahatma Gandhi argued ¥;ith Professor Basil Matthews on
proselytism during the latter *s presence at the World Conference
at Mysore, India. Gandhi said " that Christians are not
’playing the game’, if, instead of letting Hinduism draw the
outcastes into the temple, they win them for the Church," Al-
though he accepted warmly and v/ithout question the suggestion that
the reforming zeal of one wing of Hinduism is due to the challenge
of the Christian service of the Harijan for the last century, he
still sharply questioned their right to go on with that work at
this stage,,,,, we challenge our own motives as to what is our
real attitude to these folk of another faith, the problem im-
mediately emerges as to whether it is really genuine concern for
them as persons, or simply a desire to add them to the numbers
of the group to which we ourselves belong "2 Gandhi v/ants t(j)
see the Untouchables lifted from the degradation to a higher
social strata. He is opposed to mass conversions and migrations
into alien religions. He expects a reformation within Hinduism
and is very much opposed to Caste distinctions. "Real Hinduism
does not recognise discrim.ination between Harijan and Caste
1. Editorial - "The Guardian" Vol XIV Oct. 29, 1936.
2. Basil Matthews, "Flaming Milestone", Chap. V. PP 42.
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Hindu. .but during my walk round the village and the Harijan
quarters I found differentiation between Harijan and Caste Hindus
You are not treating Harijans as humans ... .you do not allow them
to have water from vour wells they drink tank water also
drunk by cattle. This is bad "1 ’’Pity and Charity in any
form are detestable to me. I stand for the removal of untouch-
ability not because I pity the untouchables’ lot but because it
is the untouchables’ right not to remain untouchables any m.ore..’
’’The impact of Christianity and Islam and the influence of moderi
ideas have begun to awaken the depressed classes About a
year ago Dr. Ambedkar of Bombay urged his people to renounce
Hinduism. .. .though political considerations play a greater part
in these threats of abandoning Hinduism. .... still they are
significant symptoms of the upsurging of a new life among them,
Under the unrivaled, leadership of Gandhi, a mobilisation
of all the forces in Hinduism in favoixr of the removal of tills
great blemish of untouchability is on foot..... He still stands
for a modified form of caste system shorn of all im.plications of
inferiority and superiority. This raises the v/hole question
v/hether the evil of untouchability can be dealt with and over-
come in Isolation, as Gandhi is trying to do v/ithout attacking
at the same time the caste system and the Hindu View of life in
which it is rooted. Awakened depressed class Hindus are keenly
.
2
1. M. K. Gandhi in ’’The Hindu" Dec 23, 1936 PP 13, Column 3.
2. His Highness Sankaracharva of Nasik in "The Guardian” Oct 29,
1936, PP. 700 (Vol XIV)
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alive to this issue they are turning in the direction of
I
Christianity, of Islam, of Sikhism in search of something which
jj
they perceive is lacking in Hinduism, Will they find in
!j
Christianity as it expresses itself in modern India what they
I
Ijare wistfully looking for?”^ "in India Itself, for some years,
the Christian church was almost the only agency that worked for
li
I their uplift, and these Untouchables have been the principal
I 2
i staple of the Christian Community,.."
I
j|
The work of the Christian Missions is to be highly
l!
estimated at this juncture when the Untouchables are revolting
against the Caste oppressions and seek freedom of life and move-
ilment. Mass conversion of the Untouchables into the Christian
li
iifold should not be encouraged, for, such an endeavour would not
I
permanently solve the present deplorable situation. Today,
I
there are hundreds of *Untouchable Christians* the result of mas;
I
conversion of the Christian Missions. These converts are Christ
i
I
ians nominally and suffer similar discriminations as those which
li
iiare meted out by the Caste Hindus to the Untouchables, Despite
;! their becoming Christians, and^are supposed to enjoy all the
basic principles of freedom, they^^ are still perniciously
labelled as the * Untouchable Christians, * that certainly leaves
|a most disastrous influence for the furtherance of Christianity
|;in India, The Christian Missions should set Qn example of Chris-
ill. P.O. Philip, "The Christian Century", Jan. 13, 1937 PP. 48-49
i’2, Basil Matthews "Flaming Milestone" PP, 100.
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and thus attract the non-chrlstians to choose their own steps
and he voluntarily converted Into Christianity* The Caste
Hindus should he awakened to a humanitarian zeal facing this
Impending crucial situation* There are already, many Hindu
leaders who are seriously putting their shoulders to the mighty
wheel of the great social upheaval which shakes the very founda-
tion of Hinduism* The Caste Hindus should call upon the
Untouchables to join hands with them in the fundamental task
of abolishing untouchahility through mass education and
reorientation and the reconstruction of their national economic
life, which appears to he the only road promising emancipation
without sacrificing the ultimate unity of India*
i t
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CHAPTER IV
THE villactE commwiTY
Comparison with the West
The village organization of the Panchayat and the ar-
rangements for rural education, for the protection of life and
property, and for the administration of Justice are features of
rural life v/hich had disappeared in English life long ago, before
the establishment of Feudalism in England,
The British admired the Panchayat system, of the Village
community. Following them, Indian students of political science,
hard pressed under the Western criticism to find democratic in-
stitutions in India, turned to the village as the one institutior
v/hich would help them to refute the argument of democratic in-
com.petence. It had been an exaggeration, ”For anyone who v/ishes
to get at the root of the Indian constitutional problem, it is
absolutely essential to realize that the vast majority of the
Indian peoples are village dwellers and that the life of the
village is the real life of India,,,., There is no well-to-do mic
class as in European countries. Socially the village seemis to
be on a dead T evel , , . ,
.
The growth of village comm^imities in all countries like
France and Modern Russia, is traced to the necessity for forming
compact groups in isolated tracts, ’’The people dv/ell in small
villages, the m-ud houses of which are huddled together in a more
.die
1, Edward Cadogan ’’The India We Saw” Chap, I, PP. 39-40.
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or less compact area situated in the midst of the fields from
which the inhabitants derive their livelihood. The average holdfj-
ing is small In very many cases, holdings consist of a num-
ber of small plots dispersed throughout the lands of the Village|^
some of which may be so small as hardly to repay tillage. Of
the 500,000 villages, only a small proportion has so far been
touched by metalled road or railway; and post and telegraph of-
fices are many miles apart. The average village is isolated,,,
its economy is self-sufficing. Migration is relatively uncommon
and generation succeeds to generation, the life of the individuaj.
controlled largely by custom, and the surface of existence hardl
ruffled .Inheritance is by blood in the male line, and seldom
by will. Status and not contract provides the framework of the
social order ”lt is an admitted fact that social custo
which take much money of the agriculturists, and a keen desire
for litigation are two great factors which are mainly responsibl
for the decay and poverty of the Vi
1
lager s,"^
The appearance of Peuds.lism and the constant warfare
between feudal lords in Europe resulting in insecurity of pro-
perty and danger to life drew independent cultivators to them
in varying degrees of dependence as the only safety. It w^as the
policy of feudal lords to destroy the comimmal ties from exis-
tance. With the advent of the British the communal ties have
ins
1. Lord Linlithgow, "The Indian Peasant", PP, 15,
2, K, B, Gajendra Gadkar "The Indian Social Reformer", July 25,
1956, VOL.XLVI - PP 745.
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been revived and the general isolation of one village from anothf>r
is being removed. The Village organization has sin’vived until
today under the British regime, "A perusal of sections of the
new Government of India Act of 1935, which has conferred, the
franchise on 35 millions of people, makes it evident that this
Act has equally sought to protect these old authorities, bour*geo|j.s
and feudal,”^
The Village assembly in India v/as exclusively for pur-
poses of Civil administrations. ’?'fhatever fightings the Villageri^
had, were for the defence of their Villages against the plunder-
ing bands, which the absence of a settled or efficient Governmen
let loose on the country. There was no military service expected
of, or offered by the Villagers on behalf of the country or the
king.
The Panchayat system maintained the harmonious relatioWis
and mutual good-will among the Villagers, the principle cannot b?
one of majority or minority, but one of compromise. It enforced
obligations rather than rights. There are no social and politi
forces which come into play when candidates of high status or
attainment have to seek the suffrages of a large class of social]
inferiors
.
In the Past, a Village assembly had no voice in the
taxation imposed by the king. It could make representations, it
could protest, even desert the village as a protest, abandoning
1. Basil Matthews "Flaming Milestone", PP 98,
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its lands. It had no right to be consulted in advance. The
share of the king in the produce was fixed by cu.stom, and as a
rule, he did not exceed the limit so fixed. Even in the village
affairs, the authority exercised by the king was arbitrary and
not regulated by the collective will of the Village.
The king did not deal v/ith individuals directly, but
collectively. The king would generally yield where the opposition
was strong and proceeded from several Villagers, In the affairs
of the Village, the Villager had a voice as much as any other,
tended to develop his personality, self-respect and strengthen
his character, The tendency of recent years has been to
emphasize the importance of the Village as the unit of adminis-
tration, Provision exists to enable the Villages to maintain
and develop self-government while participating in the larger
life of the province. The distances, the size of the population!)
and the limited resources in men and money make it difficult for
the provincial governments to do more than point the v;ay in
matters affecting the welfare of the Villages.”!
Village affairs are sim.ple and no complexities of in-
terests are involved. Village affairs are therefore inadequate
for calling forth intellectual powers of a very high order. Sinc|^
the advent of the British, full freedom is given the Villagers,
The British scheme of civil life allowed full play for cooperatij^e
effort, for combination in the performance of Village advance-
ment and of every form of corporate existence.
1. Lord Linlithgow, ”The Indian Peasant", PP , 20.
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The varieties of social and individual contacts so
stimulating to the mind, which may he had in towns, are absent
in villages, "The Indian Village is, as a rule, remarkably sel^l-
contained as Indeed it needs to be where communications are so
faulty or in many cases non-existent. It supplies Itself with
food.... Many of the villages are approached by only a foot-
path — others, especially those in the neighbourhood of rail-
way stations, where presiamably the inhabitants have been render^jd
more sophisticated by this mechanical connection with modern
civilization, are better provided. The motor-lorry has only
recently commenced to make its beneficial influence felt,..."^
It is hoped that the progress of material civilization in-
variably accompanied by an ever growing specialization of in-
dustrial function effective in the Briflsh regime would gradual
ly Impart new scopes in the Villages.
In India there were Aristocracies who were not
militaristic. They distinguished themselves in services to the
king as his ministers, with assignments to collect revenues.
This aristocracy was necessarily wealthy with influence at
coiart, and accustomed to the high standard of life. They pre-
vented the dull monotony of Village life by instituting sports
of diverse types, circuses, dramatic troupes, etc.. They also
alleviated the distress of the Villagers in times of scarcity
by encouraging local charities etc..
l._Edward_^Cadogan,. "The.. India We Saw”, Chap. I. PP . 45.
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Political strength is nursed hy local oppression and
has to develop there sufficiently, before it can be tried with
any hope of success against royal oppression* In India the
method of rural oppression was practically confined to taxation.
’’....The conclusion I have reached, after visiting many villages
in many parts of India on this and other occasions, is that
their inhabitants are still in a primitive state of civilization
utterly remote from the political movement .which some authoritieii
today tell us is agitating the rural populations from the
Himalayas to CaPe Comorin.... but when we toured up-country on
the business of the Royal Commission such a process had cer-
tainly not begun to be apparent to the naked eye.
Reformers endeavouring to bring about an adequate
solution to the various maladjustments in the life of the
Indian Village should come to a conclusion that only by be-
coming Industrialized and by the agricultural system being
completely revolutionized could India obtain sufficient
accretion of revenue to enable her to forge ahead in the ranks
of the Industrialized countries of the West.
1. Edward Cadogan, ”The India We Saw” Chap. I, PP. 43.
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INDIAN WOMEN
True Status of Indian V/omen
Considerable light has been thrown on the position of
the Indian woman in the Home and in the Joint family, but it is
hardly sufficient to reveal her true status at present so ob-
scured by the mis-informed writers, both Indian and European
who have measured the degradation of Indian women by the degree
of her divergence from her European sister, as though the level
the latter has attained is the standard for all races and
climes*
’’The increase of literacy among the women of any
country naturally leads in time to the rise of a professional
class. The peculiar position of women in India has led to the
appearance of this professional class at a more rapid rate than
in some Western countries .at best women who did not marry,
eked out a slender livelihood as governesses or school mistresses,
without any previous training or experience. On the other hand,
the demand for- women as teachers, doctors, or nurses led to
I
women in India adopting professional life while the literacy of
I
the country was still extremely low. That position continues to
the present day.,..”^
i
I
In ancient days, a Hindu woman occupied a position of
equality with men. She married generally after puberty, and
Dr.- Ruth -Young, ^’’The Guardian”, -Sept. 10, 1935, PP. 581, Vol*;:iII
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chose a husband after her own heart, and she could remarry on
the death of her first husband. She could study the Vedas and
moved freely among men.
The Aryan settlers having settled along the Indo-Cange tic
plains devised the caste system to preserve the Aryan integrity
amidst a vast aboriginal population. The freedom which wom.en
had enjoyed would, if continued have rendered racial exclusive-
ness a thing of the past. To comprehend the difficulty of the
problem, one has but to look to the relations between the ’Whites
and the Negroes in the United States, where enormous barriers
between the races is kept inviolate by a vigilant opinion sv/ift
in its vengeance. The problem of the Aryans was far graver, for
their numerical relation with the inferior races was the reverse
of what it is in the States, The problem of the Aryan minority
was iinensely complex confronting the aboriginals whom, they
did not want to intermarry; but strove to preserve the Aryan
purity.
Factors to Lower the Status of Women
There were a number of factors which cooperated to
lovrev the status of women to the position of a dependant on man.
The spread of Buddhism tended to bring into fashion
the ascetic view of life, and the prohibition of the marriage
of monks, designed as it was to prevent the formation of a priest-
ly caste like the Brahm.ins, tended to place women in an exceeding-
ly false position.
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iThe advent of the Mohammadans arrested, however, fur-
I
I
jther progress. The Mohammadans instituted the Zenana, where
jworaen found safety from the eyes of men, **The veil, or separatic
of the Indian women from the men was partly a gift of Moharamadan-
'ism to India Under the insecurity of the Hindu Kingdoms
I
and their preoccupation with war, the growth of Hindu law ceased,.
”lt might come as a surprise to most of us to learn that Islam,
to whose violence in India we ascribe the introduction of the
|jsystem which issues no commandments about the veiling and hiding
l|of women. In the Prophet *s own day the Arab women freely went
j
ij
„2
ijabout with uncovered faces..,, !
j
It was so difficult to distinguish what was purely
jijjvoluntary self-sacrifice and what was enforced burning of the
jjwldow in the Interests of social prestige. The British govern-
ijment wisely Interfered by passing of that humane law that has !
I
I
!
earned the gratitude of every civilised man and woman. That was
I
|I Indeed the first occasion when the plea of religious neutrality
jjand non-interference with the social customs and usages of the
!
ijpeople was set aside in the Interests of humanity,”*^ The
I
I
I
Bj^itish could have added more credit to their prestige had they
.penalised polygamy, concubinage and the marrying of girls to
Ii
Ilmen, old enough to be their grandfathers. But the British stood
fast to their policy of non-interference with the religio-social
.' 1 .
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customs of the people for fear of certain hideous reactions,
’Voraen*s opportimity is not in man’s necessity hut in
his prosperity, ’/Then face to face with moral and physical dis-
abilities, it was not for him to feel for the altered position
of woman, or for her to demand the restoration of her rights or
add to them. By her devotion and self-effacement she rendered
easy for him the endurance of the changed conditions.
Under the stress of poverty, the disregard of caste
obligations and ineffective public opinion, the sense of social
responsibility had weakened and the unquestioning devotion of th
wife tended to weaken it further, ”lt is a well-knov/n fact that
the position of women in Hindu Society had deteriorated con-
siderably in the first half of the last century. Woman like any
other goods and chattel had become an object of property, liable
to be bartered and sold,..,”^
The formation of sub-sects and sub-castes with in-
creasing poverty had reduced the circle of choice and the well-
to-do families, "The difficulty of finding a suitable marriage
for a daughter within the sub-caste has often becom.e very great;
and therefore a father may sometimes have a marriage ceremony
performed at a very early age in order to ensirre a bride-groom
found within the same sub-caste
Legislation too far in advance of social necessities
is too often ineffective, except in the remote contingency of
1, Sir M,N, Mehta ”The Indian Social Reformer", Aug 1, 1936
PP. 757, Vol, XLVI.
2^ G« F, Andrevjs, "Mahatma Gandhi’s Ideas", Chap I, PP 31,
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the State enforcing it. Education is even feebler in its effect
Education helped rather in their proper utilisation than their
creation. Education in the absence of economic opportijinity and
political po’Yer to adjust social and economic conditions, makes
for a sterile intellectualism destructive of character, or for
imaginative idealism, Yi/hat is needed for society is movement,
the contact somewhere that will set up the ascent of strata and
the descent of others to make room for them, "We hereby desire
to make an appeal to all candidates for the various legislatures
to keep in mind questions concerning the general welfare and the
social, economic and political progress of the country for which
we stand,,.” was a manifesto issued by the All-India Women’s
Conference, which further appealed. ’’Are you in favour of the
removal of untouchability and sex disqualifications, whether
legal or social, or in any sphere of public activity; would you
give your active support to educational reform. Rural reconstruc
tion, and development of indigenous and cottage industries and
improved sanitation and medical facilities; and social reforms
such as the removal of purdah and polygamy, early marriage and
imjT.oral trafic in women and children; would you support the
solution of the unem.ployment question, both among the labouring
and educated classes .... .”l
In its long paralysed condition, society cannot remove
social evils by mere intellectual apprehension of their conse-
quences, It has firmly entrenched itself with established laws
1 , The Standing Committee of The All India Women’s Confpe ’’The
Jndiain
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j
land customs which are formidable oppositions to any reforms that
are to be made,
j
Dane ing Girls
I
Hindus have recognised prostitution as a necessary
li
I
evil, and recognised it so to safeguard family life. To the
jHindu, the prostitute is one who is doing a valuable service to
'I'
I
,,
society, and is treated as part and parcel of society, and not
!i
as one outside its pale. The prostitute had the privilege of
dancing before the God, of heading the procession of Rajas and
of accompanying invitation parties. No enlightened society in
I
I
the world would tolerate such a degrading institution as prosti-
tution to flourish in its midst. ”Por one dancing girl there ar^i
|{
i| hundreds of women who are machines for the sex-gratification of
the economic monopolist man. It is sheer folly when not hypocrif
il
jiand villainy, to raise an outcry against these poor victims of
l!
||man*s and economic serfdom. If these poor girls are evil, then
the men who are responsible for this evil are a thousand times
more evil
It will be seen that this system is very different
from the commercialised vice of the large cities in which
prostitutes, lost to all modesty and decency, do not hesitate to
I solicit in open streets, and attract man’s attention by libi-
|! dinous attitudes and nude displays,
I
l| I . II
I . I, .11, I . . I. I
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Indian Social reformers are more concerned with the
Temple dancing girl than over the city prostitutes, because the
former is associated with places of religious worship. Western-
ized themselves, they do not accept the condemnation that vice
should not be allowed to rear her ugly head before the very-gods
”The world however is moving fast in the face of all orthodox
opinion in the country ... .our people should not forget that
when the whole world is advancing our not advancing would by
the law of relativity only result in our receding. Stagnation
is impossible; it is death
Social reformers, if they wish to effect vital reforms
in society, must concern themselves not only with the abolition
of temple prostitution or the raising of marriageable ages of
girls; but also with giving women greater economic independence.
If Hindus wish to rise to their full manhood, and if their civi]
is to attain its old vigour and splendour again, they should let
their women rise to the full height of their womanhood.
isatlon
1, Sir M. N. Mehta, ’’The Indian Social Reformer" Aug, 15, 1936
Vol. XLVI, PP. 757.
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CHAPTER VI
INDIAN EDUCATION
Its Nature, Strength and Influence
The villager lived day to day the life which his
ancestors lived, and followed the calling his ancestors followed,
Nothing disturbed the deep tranquilities of the village life.
In the intimacies of these limited neighbourhoods and the
sequestered life there, literacy was more a convenience than an
accomplishment, A knowledge of three R’s was all that was
necessary to help him in the small transactions of his little
village world. Literacy did not help to make him more efficient
at his calling. All the instruction came by word of mouth from
father to son, or the master craftsman to his apprentice. There
were hardly any vernacular books on these subjects.
The village school could very well rest content with
the three R's, Those who have been critical of Indian village
schools have judged them from the standards of the primary
school, which is intended to meet a set of very different con-
ditions ,
"Nevertheless, there was more literacy, even if of a
low kind, than until within the last ten years. Inevitably,
these schools languished, with the immeasurably greater attrac-
tions of Western knowledge. The Brahmins themselves had made th
mistake of despising the vernaculars, the real sinews of
national intellectual strength, and exalting Sanskrit, a dead
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language It is not true, however, that the schools died
out ttl
” the ancient universities had rich endowments in
the shape of assignments of whole villages or the revenues from
them, that went to the support of the thousands that congregated
within their wall the passion for truth, the piety and sim-
plicity of life inculcated in these universities
The proportion between the Brahmin and the non-Brahmini
in the vernacular schools was reversed in the Sanskrit schools.
Had the same proportion been maintained in the latter, their
atmosphere would have been less saturated with religion, and the
arts and sciences should have progressed better as m.uch from
their freedom from religious domination as from the more practic||3.1
requirem.ents of the non-Brahmin classes,
Hinduism was not a religion with crystallised doctrinet
on whose intecritv it depended. On the other hand it was elastifc
and could so adapt itself to new developments of thought in
science or philosophy that it did not set its face against them
as the medieval priesthood in Hurope did. As a matter of fact,
the opportunity of such discoveries existed for the miost part
only for the Brahmins themselves, drawn together by ties too
strong for the discoverer to use them to his own advantage at
the risk of the disruption of the hierarchy of which his caste
1, Edward Thompson "Reconstructine India”, Part III, Chap I, PP
2, "Hindu Ethics", B.G. Das. ChapT I. PP 9.
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was the head. ’’The religion that could supersede Buddhism in
India, and face with equanimity the advancement of Western
science, woti.ld not have interposed a harrier to the progress of
Indian science,
^'liatever the defects of the indigenous system, it had
its roots deep in the sentiments and requirements of the people.
It createc^ no discords or dislocations between the individual
and society, or between him and the home, or between class and
class. It v/as calculated to develop no new-lines of thought or
endeavor, no new forces social or religious and therefore was
not looked upon with distrust or suspicion.
The Western system, introduced and developed by Great
Britain had necessarily to start without any one of those ad-
vantages natural to an indigenous system. That by itself was a
serious drawback. But there were others far more serious. Had
the high ideals, which actuated some at least of the originators
of the scheme been pursued steadily, the system might have
effected successfully the very delicate adjustments necessary
for it to be fruitful of good results. Unfortunately, the sys-
tem was in the hands of people who were not sympathetic with the
sentiments and ideals of the people and who indeed nursed the
hope that the education v/hich they imparted would v/in the heart
of India for Britain and its sou] for Christ. ” in this
country, the huge paraphernalia of educational m.achinery v;as
1. "Hindu Ethics" B.G, Das. Chap. I, PP. 22.
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Ij probably ten or twenty times more costly compared to other
countries, but they had not been able to raise the percentage of
il
literacy even by as much as 2^, It was certainly an alarming
state of affairs
ii
||
The methods of education were no less open to criticis||i,
il
il ’’The choice of the University of London as the model for Indian
il
||
Universities was unfortunate* It aimed more at quantity than
11
ij quality and had necessarily to rest content with the unreliable
j|
test of external examinations* Educational theory too, had not
I!
I
developed so far at the time to perceive the modifying in-
jl fluences of heredity and environment and the educationists in
!
India as well as in England believed that education started on
a clean slate, »2
It is the belief of the authorities that education on
Western lines and in Western science would speedily destroy a
|i
culture that had its tortuous and matted roots in every phase
;!
of Indian life and thought* ”At one of the sessions in Cal-
cutta we had the benefit of a consultation with the education Siib-
j
Committee which had been set up to assist the Commission in this
branch of our subject* Sir Philip Hartog, Sir Ggorge Anderson,
and Sir Amherst Selby Bigge all gave evidence* As a result of
their tour they told us they were very unfavourably Impressed
1* H* Devadoss in ”The Hindu” Dec* 30, 1936, PP* 13, Col* I
2* Shankar Rao, ’’Justice” Dec* 28, 1936* Col* 3 PP. 9*
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with the slow progress education has made in India,
willing to admit that this short- coming is largely-
They were
j
-not entirely-
a question of finance, vmich fails to elicit the interest or
engage the attention of the Indian intelligentsia. At a dinner-
party given by Sir John Simon to the Education Committee that
sam.e evening I sat beside one of its Indian members and I joined
issue with him on the subject. I explained to him that one of
the reasons we had such an excellent system of education in
England is that we consent to be taxed and rated to the extent
of 72 millions a year for that purpose alone. Would Indians eve
consent to have their taxation increased for that or any other
reason?”! People in all the world never willingly consent to
be taxed at any time. Taxation is simply forced upon them
against their will.
The aim. of education should have been the im.provem.ent
of existing institutions rather than their supersession, ”The
Government hold, ... .that such institutions are uneconomical in-
effective and superfluous and that money spent on them is waste,
in rural areas there is so much of poverty that people are simpl
unable to send their children to schools. The fact that educati
is free is by no means a temptation to them. The bread problem
is so acvite, employment so scarce, and the standard of incom.e
so low, that to earn even the simplest subsistence of a family,
all the members thereof, men, women and children have to work.
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I
That is the reason why a good proportion of children of school-
!
going age do not avail themselves of the ’free’ education that
the State offers them. Unless and until the stendard of income
of the rural population rises to a level of economic self-
sufficiency, it is idle to talk of compulsive universal elementa;*
education and free education is a cruel mockery
The critical appreciation of an alien culture is to be
of high vitalising quality. It should be by men who have in-
tellectually apprehended their own culture. If their admission
of its worth, or even its superiority to their own, is to exert
any moral influence it should proceed from reasoned conviction
and not because close association was permitted to the rival.
But the authorities were out to destroy rather than to fulfil.
The aims and ideals were low not on the side of the
authorities alone, but on the side of the students as v/ell.
Those that were drawn to English education sought it with no
higher object than employment under Governm.ent, "it has become
economically unsound. A purely clerkly education is of little
use to any but the automaton type of man The old system,
,
nevertheless, resulted in a revelation of the Indian mind..,,"^
"The introduction of religious instruction would have
acted as a wholesom.e corrective to the gross utilitarianism of !|
i
the system, but it was excluded as much by the policy of strict
|
1. }l\r, K. V. Naidu, "The Hindu" Dec 30, 1936, PP 13 Col. 3.
2, Edward Thompson, "Reconstructing India", Chap III, PP 31D ,
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neutrality of the Government those vital appeals to
religious thought and feeling, which alone make religious in-
struction worth having.,.. • The schools and colleges established
iby the Christian missionary s were better off in this respect,
not so much because of the religion taught there, but of the
example set by the missionaries of a life more or less in ac-
cordance with the spirit of Christ *s teaching
The vernacular was neglected. Its suppression in the
early stages of education reversed the natural relation that
I
! should subsist between the mother tongue and an alien language.
I
' The foreign medium added heavily to the burden on the
j
student on the one hand, making difficult the mastery of the
I
subject taught, and on the other, of giving correct expression
i
(to what was understood,
I
The gradual filtration of Western culture did not
I
follow, for the one-sided education resulted in the estrange-
iments between the pupils and their homes; and between the edu-
I
cated and the masses,, since the numbers attending national
I
institutions are dwindling, what is the use of holding on these
I
j
tottering schools and colleges and wasting good money after bad
j 2
I institutions? ” Neither the old, nor the modern education could
j
adequately fulfil any good results in India, today,
' An equipoise of vernacular and English was not planned
as a necessary solution to the many divergencies betv/een what wa
1. K, V, Naldu, "The Hindu", Dec. 30, 1936 PP. 13 Col, 3.
2
•
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.
Gandhi, _*!Ypun^ India". PP . 789,
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taught at school and what was practised in the home. Customs
and ceremonies hitherto interpreted in terms of Faith unless
reinterpreted in terms of Reason, ran the serious risk of being
dismissed as superstitions.
A well- thought out scheme of women *s education might
have avoided the serious dislocation in the home. By the spread
of education among girls, the one conservative influence in the
family circle has disappeared, and both husband and wife have
been cast adrift from the moorings of Indian society.
Admission to Government service, almost the sole
avenue of employment for many decades forced the Indian students
to depend on examinations and college degrees, ” , , . , ,we have
therefore a clear right to expect that those who are responsible
for the education of our youth — the future citizens of India—
shall so regelate their system of education as to enable them
to cultivate those intellectual, social and moral qualities
without which they must be submerged in the depths of failure
and despair,,.,,. No nation can rise to greatness or economic
prosperity unless it first conquers the forces of darkness and
ignorance
”....,,.1 cannot help feeling that in the case of the
vast majority of graduates of our universities it would be a
great mistake to suppose that the education which they receive
duJ*ing the three or four years of their residence at our
universities becomes a permeating factor in their lives. Except!
1. Sir T. Sapru, "The Indian Social Reformer” Vol .XLVII PP 279
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in the case of a very limited number, their knov/ledge is not a |
1
plant of continuous growth, indeed it ceases to grov/ when they
have left their academic surroundings and it soon begins to
|
wither and dry so that it is hardly possible to claim for many
of them the possession of anything like a sustained intellectual
interest. Their lives become dull and drabj there is no abiding
relationship established between them and those contemporary
intellectual forces of the world which move men to noble thought|3
I
and great actions their growth becomes stunted and onej
of frustration. I feel that this was not the case with our
ancestors though the range of their knov/ledge was not so wide
or varied as ours.,,,."l
I
In the entire absence of any provision for the train-
ing of character to meet the new requirements, the individual
proved false either to society or to his newly acquired culture,
more often to the latter than to the former •
If education failed to develop character, it had
sharpened the sensibilities. Had advance to political pov/er
kept reasonable pace with the advance in education, the sense
I
of responsibility that would have followed as a result would
have eased the situation. But the Government was not prepared
for the advance,
i
’’Du.ring the last 10 yrs, the rate of increase in
literacy in India is the magnificent figure of one per cent’.
1. Sir T. Sapru, ’’The Indian Social Reformer”, Vol XLVII PP 278
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Taking Into consideration the rate of natural increase of the
population also, one is not sure whether the net result of pro-
Igress in literacy is not in fact progress hackwordl Anyway, eveil
at the present rate of one per cent increase in 10 yrs,, it woulc
make 920 years before illiteracy can be removed. So long as the
present administration finds it possible to make available only
a very small percentage of the public revenue for promoting mass
education, the lion's share being needed for maintaining the
army and the highly paid public service, the rate of progress of
literacy in India is bound to be disappointingly slow indeed."^
**The difficulties in administering and financing a system of
[public education in a country such as India are Indeed formidabL i
Illiteracy remains today the most formidable of those ob-
gStacies which Impede the progress of rural development
If Britain finds it beyond her power to adopt her sys-
tem of administration to meet the needs and aspirations for the
many sided progress of the Indian people, then she has truly
failed in her purpose as guide of India's destiny. India needs
today free education and free industrial and technical schools
and colleges for the masses. She needs schools and colleges for
the education of girls, both under the management of Christian
missionaries and Hindus, A National University is also needed
where boys and girls would receive secular education free of
1. P, 0, Philip, "The Christian Century", May 29, 1935, PP, 734.
2, Lord Linlithgow, "The Indian Peasant", PP, 20,
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charge, and v/here all technical and manual training could be
obtained freely. These needs would be effective on the day
when India Is economically free, for economic freedom would
soon solve the various social and political problems.
QCf hluoo 3nlnlf5id’ XixunBm bxi« I ao.trtrioect ils srrsrfw briB
QQ.i ao 0V±;Jo9l'^9 ecf Mjjow abeen eeonf beulnifdo
M//OW aiobad'r'i olmoacoo 'toJ raoJ^inonooe sf; Blbnl aod7f
.amdlcfoTCi Xaoid-ilcq ba« £*Xoo3 si/oXijav eri;t evloa nooo
'y
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OVER - POPULATION
The census of 1931 revealed an increase of nearly 30
millions or an average of three millions a year. Even this in-
crease is not by any means abnormal for a population vhich
numbered 381 millions 10 yrs ago.
Normal Increase of Population
The increase is nothing abnormal, compared with coun-
tries outside Western Europe v^here restraint on reproduction has
arisen during the last decade or two, mainly as a result of the
high standard of living.
No country can expect any voluntary check on the growt
of population until the conditions approximate more to those of
’A^estern Europe, Other countries will take long to reach that
stage, and till then will continue to show a fairly uniform rate
of growth "Only one circumstance would appear to stand be-
tween the Indian cultivator and his attainment of a standard of
life and comfort higher than that which he at present knov/s,
and that is the tendency to offset and to cancel any increase
in wealth b^’’ an immediate increase in the population. Pressure
of population on the cultivable areas of India is already very
intense. Internal security, immunity from, famine, and the
control of certain of the epidemics which take a heavy toll of
life, have combined to bring about a great increase in the
1
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population. The census of 187^ showed a total population of
206,152,560; that of 1921, 318,942,480; and that of 1931,
352,986,876, an apparent increase of 146,824,516 in sixty years j;
li
Even after allowance is made for the inclusion of new areas in
the later censuses, and for improvements of method, the popi.ila-
tion has, during the period, increased by about 100,000,000 or
50^, These figures, in face of the relatively small area of
land still available for colonization, are a measure of the
magnitude and the urgency of the problem.*’^ The Indian popu-
lation is fast multiplying, if it has not already multiplied,
far beyond the means of subsistence.
There are no prospects of migration from province to
province, Assam is the only province which may be able to absoijib
about the sam.e number of inhabitants as it has at present. To
Burmans the Indians are already unwelcome. The prospect of
migration abroad is equally dark. Except as indentured laborer^!.
i
Indiana are not welcome to any country dominated by the Europear|s
China and Japan cannot be thought of. There is Brazil to which
the Japanese are migrating. It is doubtful if Indians also can
get a footing there.
Race deterioration has already set in. The average
expectation of life in India is showing unmistakably a dovm-
v/ard tendency. Prom 24»59 in 1891 it has in the course of 20
'ears been reduced to 22*59 for males, and for females from
1. Lord Linlithgov/, ’’The Indian Peasants”, PP 17.
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25*54 to 23 ’SI, ” the preponderance of masculinity is a
II
ii
sign of declining population the preponderance of males overj
j!
females is greater among Muslim.s than am.ong other groups
exists even among Parsis, For every thousand males there are
951 wom.en among Hindus, 958 among Parsis and 901 among Muslims,
What is even more striking is that, while the Hindu ratio
declined from 970 in 1901, to 951 in 1931, the Muslim ratio il
j'
declined during the same period 938 to 901 ,,,, .Inbreeding ore-
!i
vails in the most Intense form in the small and com.pact Parsi '
community,,.,. An eminent sociologist who investigated the ef-
fect of cousin marriages came to the conclusion that there was i
no evidence to support the popular belief that marriage between
close relatives necessarily leads to race deterioration.”^
Fvery symptom is of a vast disease pervading evero?^
part of Indians vast population. It is commonly believed tliat
!j
the high fecundity of the people will make up for the loss by
||
death. The Animists and Mohamm.adans who are not addicted to j|
child marriage are moi^e prolific than the Hindus, The Mohammadqns
'
i
: as a whole increased by 6*7 per cent in the same decennium,
j
I
while the Hindus increased only by 5 per cent. It would appear |i
I
from these facts that £)^6Kiature maternity has other consequence^
»
than an early exhaustion of vitality. It appears to fall heevi
'
\
on the offspring. ”ln Bengal, of the Infants under one year as
||
II
ji
many as 270 die per 1000, and 50 per cent of this number are
1. "The Indian Social Reformer”, Aug 15, 1936 Vol . XLVI, PP 786
Sir M. Mehta.
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accounted for by premature birth or debility at birth. We are
apt to infer that so high a mortality is due to the insanitary
conditions and inadequate medical aid at child birth, A number
may be thus accounted for, but the best sanitary conditions and
medical aid cannot save children whose vitality is at the lowest ,,
Weak and not full grown herself, the mother cannot nourish ad-
equately the child in the womb
’'The evil effects of early marriage on female life are
clearly shown by a comparison of the proportion of females to
males who are living at the age of 10-15 in each province with
the proportion of females of that age who are married. In
Burma, practically no girls of the age in question are married,, ,
In Madras and Punjab girls of this age are less frequently
married than in any other part of India outside Burma, where the
proportion of females at this age is highest compared with the
proportion at all ages, Hf Bengal where child marriage is most
common stands at the bottom of the list,”^ ’’The Government of
India and several Indian States have by now passed salutary
I
laws prohibiting and penalising early marriage of girls and one
;
festering sore of Hindu Society is being closed up. In con-
sequence of these humanitarian laws penalising the marriage of
girls below 14 there has been an appreciable and welcome fall
! 1. K, V, Naldu, ’’The Hindu”, Dec, 30, 1936, PP, 13, Col, I,
I
2, ’’The All-India Census Report for 1901," PP, 118, Natesan &
I
Co. Madras, 1902,
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jin the niJinben of child widows during the last decade. Out of a
I
population of 83,607,223 Hindu females as recorded in the
census of 1031, so many as 58,353,082 v/ere returned as married
andaraong this nijimber there were to be found so many as 1,167,060
I
child v/idows below the age of 15, This is an aopalling figure
I
I
sufficient to make any sensible Hindu hang down his head in
shame It is sad to note that by a cruel stroke of Nemesis
the very act for the prohibition of early marriages, which the
British Government in contravention of their much vaunted policy
of non-interference v/ith the religious practice of the people of
the country felt compelled to pass proved itself to be responsi-
ble for a very large number of marriages of infant girls that
were celebrated in hurry to escape the consequences of the
Act "1
The very large number of widows is another Important
factor contributing to mental depression, more especially among
the Hindus, There are 26 millions of them in India, In 1931,
the figure was 155 per thousand. The presence of these in the
household and their desolation darkens the lives of the rest,
"it is scarcely necessary to dwell upon the evils of enforced
widowhood. They are manifold and the enormity of the iniquity
must have indeed grown appallingly manifest so as to call forth
from, a reluctant Government another act of interference with
1. Sir M. N. Mehta, "The Indian Social Reformer", Vol . XLVI
I
Aug 1, 1936, PP. 758.
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the social and religious practices of the Hindus within a short
I
space of twenty years. In 1856 the Government thought it wise
j
j
to correct this gross injustice and to stem the rot undermining
j
the very vitals of Hindu Society by permitting the remarriage
111
of Hindu widows,.
I
People may be found dying like flies in villages and
j
I
towns from cholera and yet refusing to be persuaded to take the |
f*
li
elementary precautions suggested by the Sanitary Officers. It |1
ii
is not ignorance, not stupidity, but moral prostration arising
from the crowins indifference to life , iw w
,
Indian society has now becom.e alm.ost mechanical. It i
I
I
is more like a plant than an animal, stationary, less sensitive,!
i
less responsive and less adaptive to change in sijrroundings , I
i
i
"Ever since the famine of 1864, there have been
famine commissions which have only emphasized the essential
difficulty of State itself. There is reluctance of those un-
accustomed to famine to seek relief; there is eagerness of those}
ij
accustomed to famine to accept relief; there is demoralization
J
that follows when families are broken up and half-starved masses!]
become a moving multitude, ’The maintenance of the village sys-
|
tern is the only means of saving life by preserving order,’ said
|
Sir Edv/ard Caird, By nothing could this be maintained so well
|
i
I
as by taking the means to earn relief to the very door of the I
j
famine -stricken, namely, the Charkha, which is the spinning
|
wheel ,
,
1. Sir M. K. Mehta, "The Indian Social Reformer", Aup. 1, 1936,
TP~T577 Tol“.XLl^
8, "Mahatma Gandhi’s Ideas", C.F, Andrews -Chap, VII I, PP 158.
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1
Social reform movements have failed even to ruffle
the surface of Indian society. Census Comraissioner s have failed
to note any perceptible effect of it worthy of mention in their
reoorts. An intellectual appreciation of the gravity of the
1
social evils is looked upon too often by reformers as adequate
' to get people to do away with them. Reformers themselves, !
eloquent on platforms, have often failed to discard customs
!
which they condemned vigorously. An American educated Brahmin,
1
who saw nothing good in his caste, condemned it in unmeasured
terms, gave his daughter in marriage before she was scarcely
eleven years of age to the astonishment of his many friends,
j
Numerous cases similar to this could be cited, !
1
!
1 Laws passed to make marriages permissible only beyond
j
t
a certain age by themselves v/ould not suffice. Concurrently
j
with them must be brought into operation laws against customs,
|
of which early marriage is the direct consequence, "in our
1 i
view, the most formidable of the evils from which India is
j
1
suffering have their roots in social and economic customs of i
long standing, which can only be rem.edied by the action of the
1
Indian peoples themselves."^
j
i
i
1
1
1
1
)
. . -
'
1
1
i
'
!
1
1
n 1'1, Reconstructing India
,
by Fdward Thompson, PP, 375, 1
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1
I
POVERTY
I
5
II
ii
Persistence of a Myth ll
il
it
”We are apt to regard India as a v/ealthy country, or |i
at any rate a country with incalculable potential resources. It |
|!
may be that there are potential resources hidden away beneath i
1
the unmined or untilled soil. But great risks and a vast ex-
j
ll
penditure will be necessary to reveal those resources to the
I
light of day. That India is at present a wealthy country is a
popular fallacy to be attributed no doubt to its origin to the
tradition of rich ’’nabobs" who came back to England over a
!
century ago to spend lavishly the wealth which most of them had
I acquired by devious methods. The fairy tales of the Gorgeous
j
I
1
East have done nothing to detract from, the legend. I am afraid j
I
that the bald truth is that India is a poverty-stricken country
and that her resources for many years to come will be exiguous.'
Indian ooverty is a myth to the foreigners, because they have !
I
not seen. A myth to the resident Europeans, because they vrill
|
not see.
i
i
Indian poverty is the most distressing fact now about
!
India, It has been so, for several decades. As early as the
eighties of the last centin?y, no less an authority than Sir Wm.
Hunter had declared that 40 millions of the 250 m.illions of
1. Edward Cadogan, "The India We Saw", Chap. I, PP. 46.
10
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India did not know what it was to have a full meal. Dr, S.
Ghosh exiled from India for 20 yrs^ on returning hack to India
I
said, ”^i''niat has touched my heart most is the huge and shockino-
i
I
contrast between India and America which I have witnessed with-
in the two days I have been here, India has changed of course
during these 20 yrs. But it has been shocking to us to see the
appalling poverty. Employment of domestic servants here is
nothing but another disgraceful form of human slavery and it ha?
to be done away v/ith. Any person who wants to have a servant
ought to be able to pay a decent salary to him, too
"starvation and poverty are common in India, So well are the
poor used to these conditions that the evil may continue un-
noticed for ages, while the upper classes and Governments may
go about their other tasks undisturbed, Hot many years of such
a state of affairs v^ill be tolerated in the 'Vest,... "2
’Then the frequency of famines ¥/as pointed out as the
result of poverty, it was said that famines were inevitable in
India, and that even in the days of plenty, as for example the
times of Akbar, there were famines. Except for a famJ.ne trust
created and famine operations being regularised under a famine
code, no measiires wQve taken which, had for their object the
prevention of the dire calamity.
1, Dr, S. Gosh, "The Indian Social Reformer", Jan 2, 1937
Vol. XLVII, ?P. 283.
2, Sudarisanam "The Guardian", PP. 531, Aug 20, 1936,Vol, XIV.
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It was not till the 20th century that Indian poverty
was made the subject of careful investigation by the Agricultural
!i
and Educational Departments, and they found that out of
j|
103 families investigated in a typical Deccan Village, 35^ can
j|
ij
pay their way in the standard they themselves lay dovm. Others ||
ii
are living below that standard, and this conclusion, which seemi^
very clear, forms an exceedingly serious state of affairs. In-
vestigation into the economiic condition of Faridpur District
showed that out of a population of 1,861 ,183, just 50,^ v^ere
living in comfort. The results of intensive surveys in other
parts of India have revealed conditions as appalling."!
"Y.Tiat then makes India poor? Climatic conditions and
religious beliefs that cannot be sloughed off in a day; ex-
ploitation of the peasant by both the wealthy Indian and the
ruling English; a Government responsible to London rather than
to the Indian people,,.." ^ jt is the consequence of the var-
ious processes of Exploitation. "But Great Britain has been
responsible not only for Indians industrial dovmfall, but fox*
Indians national indebtedness By paying the British for
conquering her ,,,, .There cam.e a time in 1858 when the exploita-
tion of India by the East India com.pany became so flagrant that
the counsellors of Queen Victoria said, "We’d better take over
India as a crown possession before v/e lose the whole thing."
So the British Crown bought India from this commercial concern
1. F, B. Fisher, "That Stransre Little Brown Man Gandhi", Chap X ijPF 165.
2. F. B. Fisher, " " ^ " " " " " " i'" 159.
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whose only right to Indian property was that of aggression i.
' and every dollar that England gave for this new possession was
j
charo-ed to India and came out of Indian taxation ” "The 1
j
I
gradual extinction of all of India’s principal indigenous in-
*
i
I dustries the steadily growing rural ization of the country; ^
||
the deterioration of the existing stock of cattle; scarcities I
I
I
and famines following in quick succession, the progressive I
l|
pauperization of the agriculturist ..... .the money lending
|
'
agencies driving the agriculturist to concentrate on cotton and jl
aggravating the evil of high prices of food stuffs '
have combined to make poverty and unemployment the stupendous
problem of today. The thousands v/ho vieve supported, by the
smelting of iron, the manufacture of steel, have similarly had
j
i
to resort to Agriculture. To war against this stupendous pro-
jj
i|
blem of poverty and unemployment, Mr, V. Patel, former President
I
of the Indian national Congress appealed to the Indian people !
i
to develop the hom.e industry as a solution, "Assuming that we
|
differ in politics and in other matters, can there be any dif- |i
I
I ference amongst Indians on this, that India must use Indian
1
goods, that India must be for Indians?, Is there any countijy
I
in this world today where the slogan that the goods of that i
I
country should alone be used in that land, is not encouraged by j
the hip:hest to the lowest? V/hat does the King of the crreatest 1
1. B. C. Das, "Hindu Ethics", Chap. IV, PP 153. ;i
2. C. F. Andrev/s, "Mahatma Gandhi’s Ideas", Chap VIII, PP
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Empire s«y? He says ’Buy British’ , Then, why should there he
any hesitation amongst our people to buy Indian and to preach
that we should all buy Indian? Another point that you should
i;
consider is this. On the face of the earth, there is no countr^'j
so poor, so drained to the last drop and so miserable as India.
!|
i,
That is why many of our politicians say that our problem, is not I-
il
mainly political but is economic. It is true that if economical
ly we are free, we will forget whether we are slaves or .free
men Pundit Jawaharlal Nehru, the present President of
the Indian National Congress, addressing the peasantry at
^aridpur blamed the British Oovernment for the deplorable plight jl
of the people. He spoke, "The ever present realities are the
poverty and unemployment of our millions, appalling poverty and
an unemployment which has even the middle classes in its grip
and grows like a creeping paralysis. The world is full of pain-||
ful contrasts toda^r, but surely nowhere else are these contrasts'!
so astounding as in India, Imperial Delhi stands, visible s^rniboll
ij
of British Power, with all its pomp and circumstance and vulgar
\
I
ostentation and wasteful extravagance; and within a few miles of I
l!
it are the mud huts of India’s starving peasantry, out of whose
m.eagre earnings these great palaces have been built, huge salarljes
and allowances paid. The ruler of a State flaunts his palaces
and his luxury before his wretched and miserable subjects and
talks of his treaties and his inherent right to autocracy. And
1. Tvlr. V. Patel, "The Hindu", Dec 14, 1936, PP 6, Col. 4.
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the new Act and Constitution have come to us to preserve and
|i
perpetuate these contrasts to make India safe for autocracy and
II
Imperialist exploitation..*.,”^ !
The number that have taken to cultivation is so great,’
and land available for cultivation is so little, that the size
of holdings has rapidly decreased in all parts of the country.
”lt is on these impoverished holdings that 72^ of the whole
population of India is supposed to subsist.... The cultivator
works fairly hard for a few days when he ploughs his land and
puts down his crops and again when he harvests them, but for
most of the year he has little or nothing to do....”^
The holdings in China are, on the average, smaller in
area. But under the most intensive cultivation of this Country
jj
half an acre is made to yield as much as 4 acres in other
I
i( countries. In India, the cultivation of attenuated holdings and
j!
|i methods of cultivation are based on the assumption of holdings
i!
t! of sufficient size.
,1
^
The scientific agriculture is of Western origin, and
I has grown and developed with reference to conditions which are
j
very different from those of India. The profit that a farmer
i
with the application of scientific methods can earn, is sub-
I
stantial enough to tempt him to follow them when his farm is
I
50 or 60 acres. But, when a farm is scarcely one-tenth of that
j
;
size and consists usually of widely scattered fragments the
1, Pundit J. Nehru, "justice” Dec. 28, 1936, PP. 9, Col. 5,
2. C, F, Andrews, ”Mahatma Gandhi»s Ideas”, Chap, VIII, PP. 149j
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increase in profit is so small that the farmer thinks it hardly Ij
jj
worth while to take the trouble, ji
l|
The best manure to use is cow-dung. But a consider- |!
able portion of it is used, in place of firewood. This may seem
folly on the part of the Indian farmer. He is not ignorant of
what he does; but he is helpless, since the strict regulations
of the Forest Departm.ent have made firev/ood costly ;just as much
as the coal
, }
i!
The capital cannot be had on easy rates of interest. I
I
It is notorious that the disparity in interest between the tov/n
|
and village has remained very great for decades, l¥hereas, in I
|l
towns, m.oney can be had at 8 or 10 per cent, in rm’al parts
;j
interest varying from 12 to 36 per cent, has to be paid. The
lowest rate of interest is on the security of gold or silver in
the form of jewellery.
In dry land tracts, it is considered a wise provision
to have a reserve of grain for at least five years. Fax too
many holdings in these tracts do not give returns sufficient to
enable their owners to keep this reserve. The rainfall, is far
Ij
too often insufficient and untimely. As a matter of fact, the
j
ij
habit of keeping a reserve is fast disappearing from the people]
It is extremely difficult for the Departments of Agri-j
ji
culture to effect annually so substantial an improvement in
jj
ii
agricultural production as to visibly affect for the better, th|
standard of living and at the same time to support the three
m,illions
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When wages fall as a result of low prices of wheat and
rice, producing costs would reach even lower levels, and the Wes]|
would have a greater advantage in the competition, not with
II
t'
[reference to these two staple articles of food alone, hut also
],
ii in regard to other articles whose production is likely to he-
|[
come cheaper.
!t
Ij
It would be a laborious process involving spread of
i, literacy and propaganda, to effect the transition from the pre-
i|
j! sent stage of integration of the individual to the stage where
mutual suspicion and distrust is replaced by cooperation on
definite lines of agricultural activity. Meanwhile the move-
ment of the Indian farming population is downward to lower depth
of poverty and distress, and the descent is arrested with great
difficulty by the Agricultural Departments,
More than half of the revenues of India is derived
from land. That is bound to be so in countries which are pre-
dominantly agricultural. Whether India need have remained pre-
!
dominantly agricultural is a different question. The tax now
levied on land would have been less heavy, had it been levied
on the Income derived from it, ’'....but the annual ‘home charg^
remitted out of Indian revenues to Great Britain, have Increase^
to sixteen million pounds ,, , The *home charges* mentioned meant
that India not only had to pay the salaries of the British
soldiers ,,, .but also the salaries of the Secretary for India
in the British Cabinet in London and of his staff..,. ff 1
s *
1. F. B. Fisher. ’’That Strange Little Byown Man Gandhi”, Chap. . ’ PP. 160 .
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"But those who govern and those who aspire to govern
1 India must never allow themselves to forget that India*s wealth,
jin an overwhelming degree, is in her agriculture Even
1
1
in normal years of rainfall, large numbers of the Agricultural
! class and laborers are in a condition of utter starvation.
i
1
Taxation, the scarcity of rain, and the deprivation of all other
1
j
means for subsistence leave the people to a state of chronic
' poverty.
1
I
Insufficiency of food has reduced the vitality of
1
i
many to so low a level that their resistance to diseases has
1 diminished. "....The physique of the villagers varies widely
1
in various parts of India, but the majority betray unmistakable
signs of malnutrition and early marriage.”^ When food cannot
be had in sufficient quantity, men are not likely to be particul
about quality. Meat is forbidden among many classes. Milk, so
universally used has now become scarce. As a result of all thes
malnutrition prevails among many to the further detriment of
their vitality.
If there is wide-spread depression, it is in great
part due to the poverty and low vitality of a large percentage
of population.
Europeans dominating most of the Industries, excepting
the textile industry, these benefits are lost to the Indians.
ir
1. Lord Linlithgov/, "The Indian Peasant", PP. 18.
2. Edward Cadogan, "The India We Saw", PP. 42, Chap. I.
!
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Indians play the subordinate role of labourers, mechanics, and
clerks. Therefore, they miss the invigorating influences of the
power to direct and employ capital in profitable channels of
ii
il n
Ij
production, Industry cannot expand properly because of
j|
the economic and financial policy of the Government, which in
I'
" the name of Imperial Preference, encourages British manufactures
il
!l
j!
in India, and works for the profit of Big Finance in the City of
i London, The currency ratio continues in spite of persistent
!i
!|
Indian protest; gold has been pouring out of India continuously
I' now for 5 yrs. at a prodigious rate, though all India vehemently
I'
„iopposes this outflow,.,.,
' Indian poverty described above, will not disappear
until agriculture improves, and industries develop sufficiently |jo
release land from the enormous pressure of population it has to
sustain now. Until that time comes, the inertia of a vast
population, physically and morally prostrate, will remain pre-
senting formidable obstacles to the progress of education and
to the spread of useful knowledge in regard to health, sani-
tation and medicine.
|! 1, Pundit J, Nehru, ’’Justice”, December 28, 1936, PP. 9, Col, 6
I
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CHAPTER
INDIAN MOHAl.mADANS
A Connplex Problem
jj
II
If the five millions of Indian Christians present no i
I
difficult problems of adjustment in Indian political progress,
|
jl
the presence of seventy-seven millions of the followers of !
!
"
i
,
Islam, mslces it one of the very greatest complexity, Tliere is nci
!
I
antagonism betv/een the essentials of Hinduism and of Chr is tianiijy,
1
I ’iVhat is vital to one is no less vital to the other, and both wiljl
j
fit into a common culture, Christianity is no more than a
|
ii
religion. It has, in the past, adjusted and it can now adjust
itself to any culture or civilization, Islam is not merely a
religion^ it is a culture and a civilization as well. Its
followers are jealous of its identity more perhaps in India thaiji
in any other country,
Wlohamm.adanism has suffered more than any other relie--
ion from continuous and systematic misrepresentation. A great
I
many of the truths relating to it now lie obscured to the Hindu
and to the less educated ci.asses of Mohammadans themselves, Th^
m.isrepresenta tions are a heritage from the days of the crusades
VTiat was at first in the interests of Christian bigotry has beeii
continued in the interests of Y/estern aggrandisement. The pre-
sence of a Mohammadan power in Europe, and that in a position
of great strategical importance, has been hateful to Chiristian
Europe
,
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! In India, during the earlier years of Muslim rule,
there was no small latitude shown to Hinduism. The endowments
i
I
of Hindu kings to Hindu temples were respected and expenditure
;
of State funds, incurred in connection with temple festivals,
I
ij
was continued. That healthy tradition is maintained today in
I
j!
some of the States under Mohammadan rule. "Islam had presented
i
I in India from the very first the victorious creed of the con-
II
j|
querlng race. It has been singularly free from racial and
I
I
marriage distinctions. It has set great store by the conversion
I
of those who were outside the fold of the faithful. Essentially
J
it has been a proselytizing religion and has made converts unti3
!
’ its numbers have reached to over seventy millions out of a
I
population of three himdred and fifty millions. It is true that
during one comparatively brief period the early Moghul Emperors
i had acted with notable toleration Hindu temples were
i!
spared even inside Mohammadan fortifications and one may be seen
i even today surviving in what was Tippu»s fort at Bangalore.
II
!|
It is in the later period that, intolerance grew. The
;
contact with other races and cultures, their perfunctory al-
:I
legiance to Islamic rule, and their often suspected disloyalty
li
I
were along with the exchange of the simplicity and austerity
j
of life of the early Mohammadans for the luxury and hi^ life
i
I
which accession to enomous wealth rendered possible, among
the factors which stiffened the dogmatism of Islamic
1
I 1. C. F. Andrews, "Mahatma Gandhi *s Ideas”, Chap. II, PP. 51
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theology. In course of time they began to hate their contempora
’y,
the idolatrous Hindus, the bitter hatred, between the tv/o|
I
communities smouldered like a hidden fire, read.y to break out
!
at any moment into a conflagration, Tlie ultimate problem, of |
i
modern India is the reconciliation of these two ODoosinc-:
i
I
religions,"^ \
Reaction of Islam
A prolonged period of decay and degeneration followed.
Country after country passed from the rule of Islam to that of
the West, Even in what little was left, the dom.ination of the
||
West was increasingly felt.
The systematic misrepresentation of Islam and the in- i
creasing domination of the West brought about m.ovements about
the middle of the 19th century. Various sects were founded sucl:^
as the Y/ahabis, the Derwishes, the Mahdis and the Bahais, more
or less committed to a revival of the spirit of early Islam.
II
The movement of Pan-Islam originated to maintain Muslim solidarjjt
ii
ty and brotherhood, under the exigencies of political subjectiori;
i
and domination by Christian powers,
I
The memories of past glory, and the hopes of a futijre '|
‘I
as glorious surge in their bosoms. Their thoughts are set so
|
much on the future that they are oblivious of the present, and ||
|l
if it enters their thoughts at all, they want it transformed to
|
1, C, F, Andrev/s, ’’Mahatma Gandhi’s Ideas”, Chap, II, PP, 51,
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I
fit into the picture of the future they envisage. They v/ou.ld
rather stretch the arm of brotherhood to their co-religionists
across the sess and the borders in the north than to their fellovi
subjects in India.. '’lilach group in time of stress expects as-
sistance from its individual components all over India, while
the Mohammedans never forget that they have co-religionists out-
side India. The Hindu ryot, when danger threatens, looks to his
village caste mates, the Moslem ryot to other Moslem ryots
So in the nineteenth century England, any social upheaval would
have driven two fellov/ farm-workers, one to his chapel and the
other to his parson. Now as likely as not, it would send them
both to a trades-union organiser for advice Com.munal
bitterness is in part engendered by memory,...,”^ The Mohammadais
are also grieved that Hindus are not in full sympathy with their
dreams of the future to establish a magnificent Moslem Empire.
With the Hindus, the mem.ory is still fresh of the
travail and tribulations the country had to undergo during
jMohamrnadan invasions. The Mohai.u'nadans on their side, cannot
forget that not very long ago, Hindus were their subjects. The
'sense of superiority has not been worn off by their common sub-
jjection to the British. Most of the grievances and antagonism.s
jarise when the worship hours of the Moslems are wantonly in-
;truded. ’’Popular Hinduism insists on music being played in the
• street, even before mosques, when religious cerem.onies are being
il . Edv/ard Thompson, ’’Reconstructing India”, CViap, IT, PP 270.
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observed. Pious Mussalmans have become deeply incensed when thel
idols of Hindu Gods and goddesses have been carried at these
religious festivals with obtrusive ceremony past the doors of
their ovm mosques. This not infrequently takes place in Northeijtn
India at the saci'-ed hour of prayer, accompanied by loud drum-
beating and the clanging of cymbals. Such music before m.osques
interrupts the silent worshippers, and often raises the spirit
of fanatical hatred to a deadly point Among the illiterate
m.asses, who are chiefly impressed by outward observances, such !
I
irritations when actually paraded in the street become wellnigh
|
intollerable , When the followers of Islam lead a cow in
j
sacrifice along the main street with a sacrificial garland roun4'
its neck, marking it out for slaughter, or when the followers o^l
Hinduism beat their drums v;ith pompous idol-worship before the
doors of the mosqiies, riots m.ay take place and blood-shed
ensue The conviction still lingers in the Moslems
that should any occasion still arise for a trial of strength.
they may yet prove their superiority in arms. .Mohurram
was approaching, and as usual the Chandrapore Mohammedans were
building paper towers of a size too large to pass under the
branches of a certain pepul tree. One knew what happened next;
the tower stuck, a Mohammedan climbed up the pepul tree and ciit
the branch off; the Hindus protested, there was a religious rio1||,
and Heaven knew what, with perhaps the troops sent for. There
1. C. F, Andrews, "Mahatma Gandhi’s Ideas", Chap. II, PP 54-55.
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j
had been deputations and conciliation committees and all normal i
I
work of Chandrapore had been himg up. Should the procession
ij
take another route, or should the towers be shorter? The
Mohammedans offered the former j the Hindus insisted on the lat-
ter, The collector had favoured the Hindus, until he suspected
!
ji
that they had artificially bent the tree nearer the ground,
||
They said it sagged naturally. Measurements, plans, an official!
I
i
visit to the spot
. . . . ,
.*’1 And there is much to foster that
I
sense. The Hindus, more peacefully incl5.ned, are not roused to
action in situations in which Mohammadans would get excited.
It tempts the Mohammadans of the lower-classes to bully simple
villagers, "There are large areas of the country, for instance,,
in which Hindu-Moslem strife hardly ever breaks out, ViTnere thehe
I
I
is real rivalry and bitterness, it is only suppressed, not curec(|,
1
by British intervention. You cannot make two ooponents love onqi
1
another by standing between them and preventing them from flyinej
||
at each others’ throats, India, like other countries, must
1
I learn to vmrk out her own salvation. Ho doubt there will be
I
I
I
quarrels, oerhaps serious ones. But I cannot believe that the i!
jj
communal problem is really so difficult of solution. Amongst i
|l
the younger m.en it hardly exists. The national bond is for thei|
li
so strong that it overrides communal differences. The influenc^
of the older and more orthodox sections, among whom the differ-
jj
ji
ences are m.ore acute, is already waning. The leaders everywherqj
are striving hard and with considerable success, to achieve
|j
1 B_._M^_FQrster ^'*_A_Pas3age to India"
,
^ap_.
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national unity ”1 i|
I
1
!
Islam and Islamic empire grew together. The cohesion ji
and discipline, the comradeship in arms and the share in the
rich booty played no small paj:’t in giving to Islam its demo-
cratic spirit. The lowliest and poorest could aspire to the
highest position, no matter to which race he belonged, and,
in the rapid growth of the Islamic Empire, opportunities were
numerous to fire hurngji ambitions. Slaves have been married
into the families of kings or have become kings themselves. The
I
ritual is as simple, and enters so much into the dally life of
j
i
the followers that a sense of brotherhood is developed by them, |
it
In the mosques, at prayers, no distinctions of rank are allowed,|i
and all bow down to the same God, Their strict monotheism and i
I
their hatred of idolatry are also elements of union. The cohesajon
||
and solidarity thus secured makes the individual feel that he ij
l!
has the support of his co-religionists in his dealings with the
members of other communities, and that they will rise as one
man, if injustice or insult is offered to him. No religion has
succeeded in creating a spirit of brotherhood among its follow-
ers in anything like the same degree.
The political dominance of the Mohammadans is a thing
of the Past, Now, they have to live side by side on a footing
of equality, amity and peace with other communities of India,
1, J. C, Winslow, ’’The Dawn of Indian Freedom”, Chap I, PP 27.
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I
The result has been that the individual in his relation with t
il
members of other communities concerned himself v/ith the approvaii
ij
of his own community, and has failed to develon a national, as I!
I,
distinguished from a communal conscience,
|
In close contact with a highly absorbent Hinduism witll
followers more than thrice as many as their own, they have fears
of losing their identity and integrity. Too many among them
i
still retain a Hindu soul. They do not hesitate to consult the
Hindu astrologers. There are a number of Mohammadan ceremonies
I
which have item.s that are essentially Hindu, Hindus take part
|
j
in celebrations of the Muharram in several parts of the country,
Lower classes among Mohammadans make offerings at Hindu shrines
j
and Hindus return the courtesy by making offerings at Mohamri'adar)
I
mosques, "Many times the Moslems have not only lighted their
houses in sympathy with the Hindus, but have helped kindle the
!
very flames about the Hindu idols Gases are not in-
frequent of large numbers of Mohammadans retaining Hindu customs
ti •
and manners. In the wake of, and as a consequence of, the
j
i
last great war as well as an inevitable incident in the evolutifj]
I
of political life in India since Mahatma Gandhi became a factor ^
to be reckoned with, the necessity of inter -communal understand-*
ing has become very urgent. This necessity is not merely |i
political; its social, cultural and religious side also has coj
to be recognised as very important,"^
jj
I
1, F,B, Fisher, "That Strange Little Brown Man Gandhi" , GhapX IT, P|>
2. R.G. Das. M.A., "The Guardian", Vol XIV, July 2, 19SG, P? 420
194
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The Mohamniadans have been reduced in India to the same i
I
level as the Hindus. During the last century until now, the
jl I
I
Mohammadans have progressed considerably. They are increas-
!
ling in nimibers much faster than the Hindus. Their economic
[condition has improved. As traders. Industrialists and merchants,
I
I
they have made headway. In point of education, however, they
i
j
still lag behind. Literacy among them is as low as 1 in 21
|!
against 1 in 15 among the Hindus. Nevertheless, the progress
II achieved has been very much greater than that of the Hindus.
I
I
The Mohammadan Community feels that it has not reached a state
i
.[where they can compete on equal terms with the Hindus.
I
I
^Muslim resurgence is an undeniable phenomenon of rece; it
i!
[years. Their awakening to a sense of their past sluggishness
occurs at a time of general growth of national self-consciousnes \
I
in the country. This is a period of transition when the neces-
!
i sary adjustments are hard to make because of numerous cross currents
I
Par seeing leaders see this
t
I
1. Dr. C. Manshardt, "The Guardian", Vol. XIV, July 2, 1936,
PP. 425.
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CrnPTER X
CPIEISTIANIIY IN INDIA
Indian Christians in Indl an Life
!i
The six millions of Indian Christians have not so far
jj
materially added to the difficulties of political pronTess in
|j
India, |i
A minor comrrrunity
,
likely to suffer without due safe-
||
li
(Tua-r-ds 5n a constitution of Covernnent on Western lines, they |i
^
'
1
have nevertheless, for the most part, put themselves in line II
I
i|
with the advanced political thought of the country, Christian
-i
II
organizations in India ere not a part of the Government nor an
j
agency of it, receive no subsidy from it and are not influenced
.(
by it in their policy, i
The inability to adapt their policies and methods to
Indian conditions, leave the Christian organizations to severe
criticisms that Indian Christianity is V7estern Christianity,
’’Many Hindus, understanding and approving Christian doctrines,
do not becom.e baptized because this means giving up their
families, their social position, and their influence in the
community. Not that adopting the essential doctrines of Christ
necessarily means this; it is because Christianity as presented
to them is a system of Western Civilization v/hich dem.arjd s precedrj-
i|
ence over Indian social customs.,,,,"!
!l
1. F. B, Fisher, "That Strange Little Brown Man Gandhi", Chap,
VI, PP 95.
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ji
The translatiorxs of the Bible into the vernacular usedjj
i
inappropriate words and expressions, which in the contexts they i[
ji
•1
were used often excited derision. The word ’bread’, for examplej,
,1
in the sentence in the Lord’s prayer, ’’Give us this day our daily
I
bread” v/es translated into a v;ord, which signified a special |l
^ ji
article of food prepared for feasts, and festivals, and not
I
I
ordinarily an item of the daily menu, som.ethinp- that children
I
""
!
j
may ask for outside of special occasions. The Hindu never dreamj^
i
O'P asking God for this daily food. The reouest for a luxury
I
I
article appears to him very similar to the request of a child
I
; for candies, and he cannot understand hov; it could possibly be
made to God by a grown up m.an or wom.an. Similar faults in words
and expressions may be found by the dozen in vernacular Bibles,
They render it very difficult to attvne the mind of Indian
students to the serious nature of the studv, <1
jj
The hymns used in Indian churches again are ’J'Jestern ir^j
conception, and set to m.usic which is ’7e stern. The Indians do
j
not appreciate them. Their emotional appeals are therefore, losi^
I!
on them. It is also a confounding perplexity to the Indians to jl
watch some Christian Europeans shrink with fear while singing
hymns, the w'ords of which appear to stab them, ’’.....Lord Curzo
when viceroy of India, planning for the great coronation Durbar
at Delhi, forbade the singing of ”Onv/ard Christian Soldiers”
because he feared two lines of it might reflect upon Imperial
pov/er I
’’Crov/ns and thrones may perish
Kingdoms rise and wane:
’
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I That immense royal show was to demonstrate the imperishability
|| of the empire, and not one word of doubt must be spoken or even
||
|i sung in a Christian hymn* So it seems youth is disloyal if it
speaks of the white missionary may perish, or the kingdom of
foreigners wane...,”^ Not only the hymns used in Indian Churche
are western in conception, but the architectures of the churches
do not blend with their Eastern surroundings. Due to criticisms
to do away with such architectures, today few churches are being
built to blend with the Eastern atmosphere, "Some attempts have
been made in India to adapt church architecture to distinctly
Indian lines. The Church at Ghaziabad and the one more recently
erected at Ushagram in Bengal are examples , In each case a
j|
I
missionary took the lead but the architecture finally adopted
''
;
was the product of the thinking of many Indian Christians,..,
The doctrines of original sin and vicarious punishment
are wholly Incompatible with Indian religious temperament. They
cannot comprehend that a merciful God, above all a God of
righteousness, should punish descendants for the guilt of ances-
tors, Their own doctrine of Karma is a conception more logical,
and very much more just to God and to the individual; nor, are
I
the wholly disproportionate rewards and punishments easily
! reconciled with an All-merciful God in the Hindu mind. The
belief that the actions of a single life, if virtuous will be
1. P, B, Fisher, *’That Strange Little B^own Man Gandhi”, Chap,V
PP. 1
2, R, P, Currier, ’’Leader's Manual for 'Next steps in Foreign
_MlaslQns_
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rewarded with an eternity of joy; and, if sinful, with punish-
ment equally everlasting, is opposed to the canons of mundane la|r,
and is wholly against what ought to be the attributes of a
!j
Heavenly Father. Nothing has been done to elevate the doctrine
, of atonement to a higher and juster conception*
The transcendence of God and His Fatherhood have
been among the Influences at work in the West in making man
there to nurse the belief, that he is the God of Creation and
that all things in creation are made for his special benefits;
j
and further to make him oblivious of the unity of all sentient
!i
' life. The attitude so developed has been prolific of evil
In the West, and it would work much greater disaster in India
I
I of many castes, creeds and races, and would prove subversive
I
of the deep humanity of Indian culture.
j
The missionary’s mode and standard of life are not wha||b
I
Indians would look for in a religious priest, much less what
i Christ would have expected of him. Renunciation is the idea of
I
j
the Indian Sanyas i; and he would have no silver or gold* The
I
I missionary who has ordinarily a much higher life than the Indiai^
I
i around him, though much lower than that of other Europeans in
other walks of life, comes in for a lot of criticism and
ridicule, much of it undeserved, but pertinent when the in-
fluence of his teaching is measured*
-ifaioijq tXw'inis li: ,bnj3 lo ddlvt Jbebijawst
i[s£ sasbnuffT lo enorr/io- erfi orf Leaoqqo ei: t^ni^SfiX'isve yJ^£j3jjp9 ^notn
a lo aodi/cfl*xctctfl erlct ecf o& i^^SJJO^:^aa'^v/ icrriasa ’^Xloiiw sX bna
anltioob arfct ©ctsveXo enob noecf sari gnirfioW 'lerfrta^ ’^InevaoH
.flolctqeonoo 'rscteu^ bna 'isrfaJtff a o:t ^naitrsno^ta 1o
ovarl boorf^TSriv'ta^ alH bna boO lo ©onsfonsoanaid' eiiT
iiairf vrl-rfam nJt cteoVlf srli ni :fiow ia aeonswItnX eili srrcxna need
bna noi^aeiO lo boO erfd ai ed c^arfcf ^lellecf erf^ ©atun oct 9Tsrf;j'
jeJllenad lalooqe nld ‘lo'i obam o*ia noicfaeio nl e^^nJtrfi Ila iadi
inel^nee IXa lo lo BxrolvlXcfo miri oifam otf •rocfct’iifl bns
Xlve lo olllXo-rq neecf earf beqoleveb oa 9bnli^c^a orfT .elll
Bibnl nt. TQie&Btb 'ted’aa'is doi/fli jf-iow bXxicw :tl bna ,iaeW eilct nl
ovlaievcfua evoTq bXiJOW bita ^aeow brra abee*io ,de;teao -^nafir lo
.eiJUlXifO fralbnl lo qoob eri.^ lo
'
crfw £on e'en elXI lo biabnsrfa boa obom a • Y*^^oia^Xcr erfl
^a.iw eeeC rionm ,.iaeX'rq ax/olsllei a at tot "ilooL bLuov anaXbnl
lo aobX erfi al noictaXoctunoH *mJLri lo be^ooqxo svarf bluow lei'iiiO
©rPi' .bXos *10 «X9vCla on evad bipow erf bna jXaaYfla?- naXbnl edt
ejfraXbnl eri^ narfd ©IX X •xorftjirf doim a Y-^X'i^nXb^o aarf orfw
itl arraoqoiwa 'terftfo lo cindt 'taw’cX rform risx/orfd ,nlrf brwoia.
baa rdQloLtt^o lo ioX a *fol nl e©moo ^e'llL lo e:J[Iaw nerfdo
-n± arfX ne/f’V Xnenl:tteq tad tbov^iencbmi XJt lo riox/m teLaolbl^
• bo-ineaem al gnirfoae^ eld lo eonewXl
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! A few missionary organizations are so costly that
they cannot be supported by foreign subscriptions alone. They
i
!
have accordingly resorted to the highly questionable procedure
I
j
of entering the industrial field, and of so adding to their
5 slender means. They have also entered the agricultural field.
II n
I
The Indian Government has paid much attention to the im-
1;
provement of agriculture, but here, also, missionaries have
I
found need for private initiative. He whom those in mission-
I
jary circles the world over speak of familiarly and affection-
II
I,
ately as "Sam” Higginbottom has for years conducted a notable
enterprise of this kind at Allahabad. Missionaries have
I
j
experimented in farmer *s cooperatives, partly to reduce for
!!
I the farmer the high interest rates which he has paid to the
!,
I
professional moneylender....”^ The certainty of profitable
i|
I
employment under the missionaries has proved too strong an
!j
attraction to poverty-stricken and caste-oppressed Indians,
i;
I
Who have entered the Christian fold with no thought of
I Christ. ”0ur Industrial schools, our experimental farms, our
j|
cooperative banks and numerous other endeavours at economic
jj
j
uplift prove that we are keenly alive to the need of helping
ij India get bread.... Everytime you try to lift India economi-
[I
I cally you run into a custom that balks you.,.. I believe,
i;
i! that the best way to give India bread is to give her Christ.
l!
For Christ makes life free. n2
I; 1. Dr. K. S. Latourette “Missions Tomorrow”, Chap, II, PP, 61.
J. S . ^Stanley JE^ J'ones. ”The Christ of the Indian RoadT^ Chap . IXJE 1.—45-.
!«W?.
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In the field of education, the missionaries have playe^
{I
even a more conspicuous part. Their schools and colleges have ji
been very popular and some of them have attained to a level of '
efficiency which Government institutions have failed to reach.
”ln some types of education missionaries have been notable as
pioneers. In schools for women, from primary to higher grades,
I
u
Christian missions have blazed new trails and that in a land
j|
ij
where traditionally women vrere not supposed to have access to thip
J
type of learning that comes through literacy. The proportion
|
i|
of literate v^fomen in Protestant communities is more than ten
j|
times as large as that of women the nation over
.
-!
I;
With a very few exceptions the missionaries realized
|j
the deeper and more urgent needs of modern India, they
i refrained from bringing their religion to bear upon political
|
I;
issues, and Indian chjcistians , , . , .have in the past been too
j
j
ready to follow the missionary lead. The inevitable result has
|
i
been to produce the impression on the minds of Indians generall;|-
that they could look for little sympathy with their national
aspirations from the Christian Church, and that the missionaries
in particular were either the servants of the Government, or at
||
least unable and unwilling to take any action v;hich Government
might disapprove. This impression is specially disastrous in a
countrv where the new gosoel of fearlessness and the duty of
every man, and especially the man of religion, to follow truth
ar.r
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'
•.
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regsrdless of conseq-uences has caused a moral revolution,...”^
Christianity has been useful perhaps in the V^^est to release man-!
I
hood, from, the burden of superstition, but, in India, it seeks
to substitute one set of superstitions for another. A Hindu in
India asked Dr, S.H. eTones, ”You have had Christianity in the
|i
West all these centuries, and though Jesus is the Prince of Peace
I'l
you have not yet learned the way out of war. Don’t you know anyji
more about Christianity than that?"^ The Indian people look
forward to Christianity to rouse them to action from inaction,
Christianity has been, for a great part of its history, the
religion of the underdog in the West, and Indians, v^ho are stilli
in that position, may rest content with the solace it offers
.
That it has not been sought by large numbers is because, of thatj
kind of solace there is enough in popular Hinduism itself.
I
’’While we appreciate the goodwill of Christian Missiorj-
aries, we have come to realize that their interests and outlook !
i
are, and must be, different and, in important respects, antagoniisti
to those of the Indian reformer. For they come here avowedly to!
i|
destroy while the reformer’s function is to fulfil. Some of ij
j
them have, indeed, believed and sought to convince India that
jj
Christianity is the fulfilm.ent of Hinduism, But this has not
|j
deceived anybody as to their real p\u?pose, India distinguishes ‘|
jl
between the teachings of the great G-alilean and the Christianit^i!
1. J,C, Winslow ’’The Dav/n of Indian Freedom” , Introduction, PP 18-b.9.
2, Stanlev E, Jones, ’’The Christ of The Indian Road”, Chap VI i!
PP 114. il
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which the Tn?.ssions represent But the Christ lenity which
organizes
,
finances and provides the personnel of Missions, is
remarkable more for its wide deviation from, the teachings of I
1
Jesus than for its conformity vn th them Most Christian !
I
I
Missions in India are more in the nature of a military campaign,
j
j
I The present condition of what used to he known as Chjristendom
i is sufficient proof of the deep gulf between the teachings of
i
!
Jesus and the Christianity which sends missions to civilize the
i
heathen The proselytising activities of m.issions, parti culait'
,
Iv the mass conversions which have now come to he the largest
part of them, are calculated to produce the same consequences
on the mass-mind in India as in Europe,,.., There have been grea
Christian Missionaries, especially among those engaged in edu- |
catlonal work, who v/ere opposed to proselytism, , , .
-
The
|
Indian Christians themselves are not slow to perceive the racialj
harrier to advancement in the religious field, and they are
unable to reconcile it v/ith the doctrines they have been taught,
„
|!
I think of a missionary receiving a joint call from tliree
|
Englishmen into his house v^hile he left the Indian outside till I
I
the others insisted on his being brought in, I think of anotherj
missionary pitching a little tent in his compound for two guestsj^
one Indian and one English, because (as he said), ” I never havej
Indians in my house.” I think of a large bungalov; in which a i
ji
number of devoted missionary ladies live together 5 but where no i
!! 1 ij
1, S. Natarajan, ”The Indian Social Reformer” PP 52, Vol , XLVII jl
Sept 26, 1956, |!
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Indian fellow-worker ct-.n ever be invited to a meal because some jj
I
of the inmates object. These instances and others like them.
for which I can vouch, relating not to nominal English ChristianiB,
li
but to those v/ho are giving their lives to the work of propagati|ig
the Gospel, sound, I know, almost incredible to Christians in
||
England; but there is a subtle poison of racial superiority, ||
j!
emanating inevitably from the atmosphere that our racial domlnaniCe
has spread around us in India, which has extraordinary pov/er of
corrupting even most self-sacrificing servants of Christ, A ||
!;
young missionary coming out from England with no sense of racialjj
'
‘i
arrogance, desiring only to serve India in the spirit of Christ,!!
instead of mixing from the first freely with the people of the
country, gets largely isolated from them in an English householdj|,
i
and lonless he be a person of exceptionally strong character, be-j
comes slowly and unconsciously infected with the prevailing out*
i
look," The missionary, in particular, must realise that
inability to overcome. "Color prejudice" -- always a fatal
Ij
hindrance to useful v/ork — must debar him from work in the nevr ij
India altogether |l
'!
The time has now com.e when Indian Christians have to j|
be left to solve their problems in their ovm way. The Mission-
ary may assist, but may no longer direct or dictate. The tru.th
is slowly ’ soaking into the minds of the missionaries -that
Christianity, to exert its full appeal, must be Indian and fit
1. J.C, Winslow "The Dawn of Indian Freedom", Chap IV, 1B5,
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jin with the Indian genius and temperament,
Credit is due to missions for what they have done in-
Idireotly to set in motion social forces which are v/holesome in
I
their effects. The Missions have supplemented generously the
educational efforts of the Government, In several fields of
educational activity, they have led the wa.y. The cleaner and
I
healthier lives of Indian Christians are directly due to their
work. They have awakened the Hindus as well as Moslems to a.
sense of responsibility towards the untouchables. To the Y.M.C.-4,
imuch of the criticisms m.ad.e above do not apply. They have shovm
imuch greater liberality of spirit and have engaged themselves in
jwork which is professedly outside the sphere of religious pro-
paganda, The missionaries have 'gone, on the principle of true
service in spheres religious, economic or social in the spirit
of Christ,
It is to he expected that in their present mood, Indian
Christians should enter fully into the spirit of Indian National
ism, "The work of Christian missions affected our religious out-
look, our, social prejudices and principles and our educational
m.ethods. The v/ritings of European scholars and thinkers, and the
teachings of European scholars and thinkers, and the thinkers of
European literature' and press influenced enormously the m_lnd of
iOur thinkers and the aspirations of our educated classes in their
I
I
'social, economic, political and educational endeavours. The pro-
blem before us is vast and the conflict is keen"-
1. Jeyam
r
"The Guardian". Aug 20^ 1956^ PP. ^^,_jyol^_
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i| In the limited sphere of their own religion, the
I'
Indian Christians have felt the moral paralysis following a
i!
I*
I
close and exacting domination by the missionary, and they can
enter better than the rest of Indians into the spirit of a
movement which aim at preventing a similar calamity threatening
the people as a whole, of whom they are a part.
The account given above is in no spirit of Inappreciat
j
criticism. Its main object has been to show more clearly, and
in a small section, details of British policy which are lost to
view when the sphere of European activity is seen as a whole.
'i
ij An examination of it would convince anyone that the demand for
|
|i
I
self-direction on the part of the Indian Christians Is of a
Ii
II piece with the wider demand for self-direction, self-determina-
Ii
tion and initiation on the part of the people as a whole.

SUMMARY
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I
If the Hindus should survive by adjusting themselves
to the environments of the modern age, then it is imperative
that they face fresh problems from day to day and discard the
Joint family system which is a social barrier to all wholesome
influences of the enlightened West, The Hindus should welcome
some of the social customs of the West to permeate their life
jand invite Europeans to dine or to have tea in their homes and
I
ihrice versa. Such commingling would enable them to overcome
most of their religious scruples; further, the frequent con-
tacts would enable them to adopt the Western method of hygiene
and sanitation in their homes and environments. They need not
deceive themselves by entirely relying on the British Government
to solve all their social blights when they could discourage
jdharmas and hence do away once for all the nuisance of beggars
in the streets.
By entering into the true spirit of Nationalism, they
could obliterate Caste system, which divide them into heterogenou
groups. Caste is responsible for moral bankruptcy, the cynical
selfishness and the bitter class feeling. If they should attain
the position as one of the progressive homogenous peoples of the
world, the Hindus would willingly abolish Untouchability and the
I
blighting Caste system from their life.
The Christian Missions should abstain from mass con-
'irr—
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^version of the Untouchables, but setting the true example of
Christ they could win them to their fold voluntarily. Coercion
|and intimidation should be prohibited in the noble task of re-
jdeeming the unprivileged people to a new life of wider scope and
i
junlimlted opportunity. The Hindu Reformers should see that mass
education, reorientation and the reconstruction of their national
i
economic life should be extended to them as the only road which
could emancipate them.
The Hindu Reformers also should attempt in the con-
struction of adequate approaches and avenues that would bring
the several hundreds of scattered Indian Villages to an im-
mediate proximity with a tovm or city. This would solve their
I
; isolation. They also should be industrialized as well as the
agricultural system revolutionized to obtain sufficient accretion
of revenue, which would make India self-sustaining. After all,
it is the economic independence that could solve India *s various
I
1
social maladies.
If the Indian civilisation should be perpetuated and
strengthened, then her Indian women should be given greater
economic freedom. Free education should also be offered them.
I
Illiteracy would become a thing of the past if the Provincial
jbegislatures empowered by the new constitution abolish the money
I
I
I
lenders and modify the extortionate revenues exacted by the
I
iwealthy land lords and zamindars. The Provincial Legislatures
)
i
should control the lavishing endowments to the Hindu temples
i
I
i
I
I
lo eCquri'JCo 3U*ti orct ctjji*: ^calcfjBrfoi.'oJ'nU ©ri;f 'to aolaner
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.
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and their frightful misuse and waste could be utilised for the
,
education of the masses and the development of indigenous in-
dus tries*
If the people are well educated, then they would
I
naturally comprehend the grave danger in the population ex-
i
ceeding beyond its means of self-support which would lead to
i
utter poverty* Today poverty grips all classes of the people of i
India* The Europeans are excepted due to their successful
monopoly of all industrial and business concerns in the land*
Zamindars, mill-owners, money lenders and businessmen are not
j
affected* Therefore, the supreme need would be the awakening
of the masses of the agriculturists and the labour population
i
in a struggle to attain the economic, social and political
I
freedom by developing the home industries. Improving the
I
methods of agriculture and formulating a free mass education*
The Indian Mohammadans who dream of their past glory
are not too far behind the Hindus in the present struggle*
They should be educated and led to an understanding that if
India should attain her political freedom, unity is incumbent*
Therefore, they should be tolerant, friendly, less exciting and
patient toward the Hindus*
When the different classes of India are uniting
against forces that keep them economically, socially and
politically in bondage, it would be unfair for the Indian
orf:t *£o'l boBlIiixr 9cf feI//oo eitaow b.rrfi essjalai bna
“Ul auonei^tbat lo ^nemqoieveb 9rf;t tna eosaam 'Xo noicfjeoifc©
^Qelndank
f)XiJow XQdi nexfd’ tbe^ftoube flsw ©tb eXqosq orf.-f II
-X£> xioiiBlxrqoQ ©rfi cl n:ssrr3& ©VB'ia baedoiq^moo \"XlBT;yctiyj
oct biSel £)Xjuc'W rfoX/fw ct-toqquR-tX^e Id enaetn a:IX f-:no-\j9d ^nljb-f«>r)|
'io dXqoeq ©rfd io aenaslo Lla «ql*g
Xi/laadoo/xa iXd/f:^ ccJ" 9J7b fiejosoxo ©^b BfTjRaqo'tx/S ©rfT .al^dl
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SinlnejfBNvjB 9d bXx/ow boon ©mdiqcB srix-t t&acle-ieiiT ,de;to©t^JB
noX:tBXdqoq ‘TdodjaX 9rfct &fiB Ej-aJt'tu.-tliroX'iSB sif;# lo csauarr srf:t Io'
X3otd“JtIoq biiB iBlooa ,9iaiondd© 9di ocf aXsgtrid's jb ni.
9fj^ SiXivo-iqiitt tfieiTcisi/bni oinoxl edl jxtlqoXev^b moJboe'tlJ
x£toXdBo/xf)9 88 BTT1 ©orrl B anXcJBluttrtcl bca e^tclLuolc^a a&orf:J©in
Y'ToXa iaaq lo 'mJUBcb odw naabar^mPdoll nBlbciI offT iJ
.oXgi^rccta inoesiq 9rf;t nX Bi/bxilH ©Kct bnXrfdd *rBl ooi cton eia
li snlftna^C'toXxu; nc od JbeX baa b^laonto ed J&Ixjon’e Y©dT
• inscfcx'onl ai tCioboeil iBOldlSoct ntfd alaija Mucrfc BlJbnli
fina jjxrXXiaxo aaol t^xxB*x©Iocf 9cf bXiforfo td'icle'ieriT
. fiLbiiXH 9i1^ b«rBWod cfaeXctBq
gnXiXnx; eta altal to e^easXo edl aorfA*
bna YXXaXooe tYriBohnonoos ct 99:I jtiiifct Moorroi ;j«nlBsa
rjctbnl ©n';^ 10I -rXBlm; ecf bli/ov; ;fl ,9gBbX30cf xit Y-CXaol:tiXoq! '
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Christians to maintain the attitude of isolation. While chal-
lenging the domination of the missionaries they should not
destroy the programs of the Christian missions, hut could co-
i
operate willingly to help and to assist them. To achieve best
I'results in their work the missionaries should avoid displaying
ithe racial superiority by identifying and sympathising the
I
cause of the people. The Indian Christians could enter into
i
I'the spirit of the national movement which aim at preventing
|a similar calamity threatening the people as a whole.
I!
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